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Longer term planning and strategy formulation for further and higher education is an absolute priority for the Maltese Islands, particularly in an increasingly dynamic and global environment.

Moreover, in today’s volatile economic environment, the need for a clear and focused strategy has assumed even greater significance.

The National Commission for Higher Education believes that its strategy, as outlined in this document, can serve as a reference and guide for both further policy development and actions for consideration by the education authorities.

It embodies the aspirations and commitment of students, teachers and leaders of further and higher education institutions towards our joint ambition to transform the sector into a centre of excellence by 2020.

During the course of the consultations held earlier this year, the NCHE listened attentively to the views, concerns and recommendations put forward by various stakeholders. These were debated at length by the Commission and the content of this strategy document is the product of this debate.

Some of the issues raised required more insight than others and possibly deserve further discussion and investigation. No doubt the debate on a number of issues will continue unabated.

The NCHE is committed to continue co-ordinating structured dialogue that leads to strategy formulation and informed decision taking.

The NCHE believes that the time for strategic decisions on further and higher education matters is now ripe.

Any future reforms contemplated by Government should take into consideration not only the recommendations outlined in this strategy but also the wider context of socio-economic developments, fiscal and EU policies and commitments, as well as reforms in the compulsory education sector.

2020 may seem distant. As far as further and higher education is concerned, a proportion of students aged 9-11 today will by that date be stepping into our colleges, institutes and university. Their opportunities in education depend on decisions taken today.

Dr Philip von Brockdorff
Chairman
This report outlines the strategic thrusts for further and higher education development in Malta over the next decade. It outlines the socio-economic and educational challenges being faced and the national and international contexts within which education is developing.

NCHE presents a vision for these sectors based on a set of guiding principles and a set of targets necessary to measure progress. The strategy elaborates this vision and proposes a series of concrete measures towards four strategic objectives:

1) Attract more young students and adults into further and higher education;
2) Ensure fair and open access to all students willing to further their studies;
3) Make Malta a centre of excellence in education and research;
4) Sustain public responsibility for adequate regulation, resources and funding to secure an inclusive, qualitative and responsive education system.

The scale of current economic turmoil, social changes, increased globalisation, and demographic changes leading to an ageing population, all require a future workforce with a different portfolio of knowledge and skills and a new approach to education policy as an integral part of medium to long term planning to respond to these changes.

The main educational challenges which need to be addressed include the current high levels of school leavers who do not continue following post secondary education related to a number of factors in particular the structure of state secondary schooling, the need to attract more students in areas of national priority in particular science and technology related areas, and the level of adult participation rates in vocational education, training and continuous development.

The final challenge for educational systems at all levels is the need to develop a ‘quality culture’ and to introduce the necessary systems and practices which take institutions on a continuum of improvement.

The NCHE is urging for an ambitious response to these challenges. The following outlines the recommended actions of the Strategy:
Objective 1: Attract more young students and adults into further and higher education;

Priority 1: Attract more students to continue their studies after compulsory education into post-secondary and university studies:
- Attract 85% of students leaving school into post-secondary education (both general and vocational programmes) by 2015;
- Attract 35% of school leavers into higher education by 2020.

Priority 2: Encourage students to undertake studies in areas relevant to Malta’s economic, cultural and social development
- Increase recruitment to scientific and technical studies by 10% over the next 10 years;
- Attract 30,000 more students and adults in areas identified as a national priority for development; and
- Develop a structured platform for business and education research and collaboration.

Priority 3: Attract foreign fee paying students to study in Malta in various fields of study and research
- Attract 5,000 fee paying foreign students by 2020 in various fields of study and research;
- Develop an external policy for F&HE and co-ordinate efforts of the sector with Malta’s international representation offices;
- Co-ordinate the entire necessary framework to ensure seamless access to education services for European and third country nationals.

Priority 4: Adapt systems for adults seeking Life Long Learning opportunities
- Provide 4% of adults between 24 and 64 year of age with life long learning opportunities in F&HE by 2020;
- Develop an F&HE Life Long Learning strategy 2020 by 2010;
- Develop a sustainable portfolio of evening and continuous professional development programmes;
- Secure fair and equitable access to all Maltese students willing to pursue studies at a further and higher education level in a state or private institution in Malta.

Objective 2: Ensure fair and open access to all students willing to further their studies:

Priority 5: Secure fair and equitable access to further and higher education with particular focus on vulnerable groups
- Sustain student support schemes;
- Ensure in particular that support systems are in place for vulnerable groups, particularly people with disabilities, people with learning difficulties and ethnic minorities.

Objective 3: Make Malta a centre of excellence in education and research:

Priority 6: Assure quality provision across all institutions and their programmes
- Promote excellence in further and higher education and in research by creating a quality culture across the sector;
- Establish a quality assurance agency and provide for independent evaluation;
- Monitor the performance and quality of outcome of all private provision offered in and from Malta and safeguard quality standards.

Priority 7: Develop Malta’s Qualifications Framework and qualification recognition services
- Develop the Malta Qualifications Framework (MQF) to describe the levels of different qualifications, based on standards of knowledge, skills, competences and attitudes to be acquired by learners;
- Use the European Qualifications Framework as a reference tool to compare Malta’s qualifications to the different qualifications systems in Europe;
- Encourage the use of learning outcomes to define and describe qualifications, and promote the validation of non-formal and informal learning;
- Promote the participation of all relevant stakeholders - higher education and vocational education and training institutions, social partners, sectors and experts on the comparison and use of qualifications;
- Facilitate the recognition of qualifications granted in foreign countries to Maltese students, or the recognition of qualifications awarded in Malta to foreign students or Maltese seeking to use such qualifications abroad, through the Malta Qualifications Recognition and Information Centre (MQRIC) and ensure its active participation within the ENIC/NARIC networks to provide assessments in a fair manner and in a reasonable time.
Priority 8: Increase the University of Malta’s research capacity
• Develop the capacity of the University of Malta to undertake research in a broad range of areas of strategic national priority;
• Attract promising graduates into a research career;
• Ensure that quality of research reaches international standards of excellence.

Priority 9: Facilitate and promote student and teacher mobility
• Sustain foreign language learning and maintain the high level of English language proficiency in students;
• Encourage higher participation in European and international mobility programmes for students and staff such as Erasmus, Erasmus Mundus, Grundtvig and other sponsorship programmes available;
• Increase portability of local student support schemes to those students choosing to pursue studies in other EU states;
• Strengthen European co-operation on the development of initiatives for mutual exchange of students, staff and researchers.

Objective 4: Sustain public responsibility to secure an inclusive, qualitative and responsive education system:

Priority 10: Ensure responsive systems through adequate governance and funding policies
• Establish common principles, objectives, and guidelines for more proactive governing structures within the state further education sector;
• Orient the internal governance system of the University of Malta towards more strategic planning, professional governance and internal accountability;
• Review funding systems – the adequacy of public funding, the extent to which institutions can generate other sources of income and the efficiency with which funds can be utilised for timely responses;
• Promote Malta as a destination for investment in educational services for international markets.

Priority 11: Maintain active participation and co-operation within Europe and Internationally
• Consolidate Malta’s participation within the Bologna Process and implement the necessary actions to position Malta with the European Higher Education Area up to 2020;
• Ensure that targets set for Malta within the renewed Lisbon Agenda are met and maximise the opportunities for exchange of good practices and shared experience with other member states;
• Ensure that the goals of the Copenhagen Process are met on a national level, in particular through the validation of non-formal and informal learning and the implementation of the future European Credit system for Vocational Education and Training (ECVET);
• Ensure that Malta plays an active role in the development of the European Research Area (ERA);
• Develop an all encompassing external policy to embrace opportunities beyond the European level for international co-operation and visibility.

Priority 12: Develop and implement a long-term Investment Plan

The current investment plan projects the following:
• Expenditure on further and higher education will amount to €1.2 billion over the coming years up to 2020;
• Over 100,000 students and adults attaining further and higher levels of qualifications; and
• Raising potential revenues of over €1.5 million annually as a result of attracting 500 foreign fee-paying students annually by 2020 towards the objective of attracting 5,000 students to Malta in the coming decade.

Further and higher education institutions have the primary role to respond to these challenges and students are key partners in this process.

This strategy serves to outline the challenges of education systems in terms of changes in organisation, incentives, quality of resources to deliver curricula and qualifications that will improve what is available to young people and adults in the future.

The starting point is to make clear the issues that need to be resolved and measures to overcome the challenges ahead.
Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Background

The National Commission for Higher Education (NCHE) was established in 2006 to consult and advise Government through the Minister responsible for Education, to engage in a structured dialogue with all institutions, and inform the public on issues relating to sustainable development of the further and higher education sectors to meet the needs of society.

Its main functions in accordance with the Education Act Cap. 327 of the Laws of Malta, include:

(a) ascertaining the needs and the aspirations of further and higher education institutions;
(b) informing the public of issues connected with sustainable development of further and higher education sectors in Malta in order to meet the needs of society; and
(c) providing advice to Government on any matter which is connected with the further and higher education sectors.

More specifically, the NCHE has the responsibility for:

(a) formulating the guiding principles for further and higher education, and propose a clear vision and sustainable strategic targets;
(b) developing and promoting a structured dialogue among the institutions in the further and higher education sectors and with relevant stakeholders in the socio-economic development, including students and their organisations;
(c) publishing studies and thematic reviews which it deems to be important as relating to:
   (i) national strategy for further and higher education;
   (ii) key performance indicators on the further and higher education sectors in Malta; and
   (iii) benchmarking performance against international developments.
This document is a response to this primary function of the NCHE and represents the basis for further work, continued dialogue in defining effective measures for the development of the sector.

This document is the result of the NCHE’s first two years of work, which have shaped the current recommendations after extensive consultation, research and deliberations.

It is the first Strategy being recommended and the NCHE is committed to review the strategy every three years.

**NCHE’s structured dialogue with all stakeholders**

In 2007 the NCHE launched a consultation process to determine the most pressing structural issues perceived by stakeholders in the sector.

During this first round of consultations the NCHE identified three priorities:

1) the need for a new Licensing, Accreditation and Quality Assurance framework;

2) the need for reforms in Governance of state institutions to ensure their effective response to future development requirements; and

3) the need for reviewed funding systems to ensure sustainable development of all institutions in their mission to provide quality teaching and research.

The NCHE consulted with all major stakeholders and launched a series of actions involving research, seminars and reports to develop the recommendations on the three major issues identified.

The following actions form the basis of this strategy document and include:

- A conference and set of recommendations for a new “Licensing, Accreditation and Quality Assurance Framework” (2008);

- A Statistical Survey for F&HE to measure the sector in terms of student participation and type of provision (2008);

- A conference and report addressing “Skills for the Future” identifying potential skills gaps and the necessary measures to address and align educational responses (2009);

- A review of student support schemes with a view of mapping the full extent of student support schemes available and identifying any potential improvement to support all students in terms of fair access to further and higher education (2009);

- Initial research on funding and governance systems of State institutions in view of the above. In every project and at every stage of the NCHE’s work, all stakeholders have been consulted. The response has been encouraging and the overall consensus on the various recommendations of the NCHE is indicative of the spirit with which the NCHE has co-ordinated this process.

With the appointment of a new NCHE Board in November of 2008, the NCHE has renewed its efforts to consolidate the work of these initial years.

In January 2009 the Minister for Education Dolores Cristina requested from the NCHE a Strategy for Further and Higher Education up to 2020.

NCHE presented a draft vision statement which outlined the main thrusts of a strategy for F&HE. During consultations held with all stakeholders during February and March 2009, the NCHE received feedback on the pressing issues which the sector continues to face.

A seminar was held on the 24th February with all stakeholders, to formally present the draft vision and to receive feedback on the initial reactions of the various institution, staff and student representatives. Written feedback was also invited.

**Recommended Strategy**

The NCHE has the task to set a long-term course for both the Further and Higher education sectors. The interdependence of these sectors reinforces the need for both to be presented under one framework.

The second aim is to chart the steps that will be needed to follow that course. NCHE is convinced about the need for structural change; and clear about those areas that need to be addressed immediately.

The recommendations presented in this strategy ensure that the system is not overburdened by change – however the agenda is a challenging one for all involved.
Fast responses to the priorities identified are required. NCHE urges government to act swiftly within a long-term framework of reforms.

The NCHE is presenting a strategy that reflects our very mission: “to promote more and better further and higher education to empower all students with knowledge and skills for their future.”

The principal aim is to equip young people and adults with the knowledge and skills necessary to face an ever changing future – at work and in the course of life in general.

The NCHE highlights the need for the education system to adapt itself around the needs of learners and be responsive to changing needs of employers and the economy.

Institutions must ensure that in their respective missions and their diverse approaches, they address these matters through the portfolio of courses they offer.

The NCHE believes in the primary role of institutions to respond to these challenges and the partner role of students to actively understand and participate in this process.

This strategy does not aim to prescribe in any manner the approaches that different institutions choose to adopt. It serves however to set out the common concerns and challenges of education systems in terms of changes in organisation, incentives, quality of resources to deliver curricula and qualifications that will improve what is available to young people.

Our starting point is to make clear the issues that need to be resolved and a set of recommendations on how to overcome the challenges ahead.

The report outlines the strategic thrusts for Further and Higher education development in Malta over the next decade. It outlines the vision for the sectors, the principles which should guide all stakeholders, the targets necessary to measure progress, the policy measures required, and the outcomes which will ultimately transform Malta into a growing, prosperous economy and inclusive society.
Further Education

Further education in Malta includes all formal education of persons above the compulsory school age, leading to qualifications classified at NQF levels 1 to 5. This includes all post secondary public and private colleges and institutes which provide general and vocational education.

General education is provided mainly by two higher secondary schools, the Junior College, two church and two independent private sixth forms. The Further and Higher Statistics Survey carried out by the NCHE in 2008, identified a student population at this level of 4,946 in public institutions and an additional 1,151 students in independent institutions.

Post-secondary vocational education is provided mainly by the Malta College of Arts, Science and Technology (MCAST) and the Institute for Tourism Studies (ITS). The student population in these two public colleges was 5,028 in 2008. There were an additional 749 students who were pursuing vocational post secondary courses in other private institutions.

In total, there were 11,847 students enrolled in further education, with 84% enrolled in the public sector. A total of 223 courses are provided, 65% of which were provided by the public sector.

The further education sector has a critical place in delivering the necessary knowledge skills and competences to young school leavers and adult learners alike. The impressive growth of the vocational sector in the last decade has demonstrated the importance of further education and its significant impact across a broad range of political, economic and social policy agendas.

The economic impacts are reflected by increases in the number of students who continue to further their studies towards obtaining a post secondary qualification. In this sense, young people are better prepared to face the occupational demands in their future workplace.

The increasing participation of adults undertaking part-time courses primarily at MCAST and ITS are also indicative

---

1 Part VI, Article 63, Education Act Cap. 327, Laws of Malta
of an increasing importance of continuous professional development, training and re-training for active participation in the labour market.

Beyond this, the performance in further education is also showing the positive impacts it is having on a much broader policy context to help address skills matches aligned with Government’s efforts to attract high value added investment to Malta through the co-ordinated provision of learning.

The further education sector provides a general education pathway through sixth forms and colleges, offering the necessary preparation for progress into University level education. The growth in numbers sustains the need for a highly qualified workforce in the future.

Additionally, the vocational route in further education has offered many a chance to gain more education after completing their secondary level education, and seek occupational and practical learning opportunities and gain mid level qualifications for different occupations.

The part-time segment in further education is also offering adult learners an opportunity to access learning and improve their skills and competences. The role of further education institutions to address the needs of adult learners will in the long run determine the effective ability of our education system to assist adults who seek training or re-training to access a fast changing landscape in terms of employment opportunities.

As the economy moves into transition from low value added industries towards high value added service sectors, more alignment in the provision of adult learning opportunities would be required to ensure inclusiveness in the labour market.

The vision for excellence in various sectors of Malta’s economy depends on professional standards in the underlying workforce. Different trades and occupations (e.g. construction, health care, tourism, manufacturing, mechanical engineering, information and communication services, etc.) will all require professional occupational standards based on adequate qualifications to claim excellence.

The strategy gives equal focus to ensure growing participation in this sector which poses a formidable and ambitious challenge to Government and society at large. NCHE is convinced that together we can achieve impressive results.

**Higher Education**

Higher education includes all formal education, training and research for persons above compulsory school age, leading to qualifications classified at NQF levels 6-8.

Tertiary education in Malta is offered predominantly by the University of Malta, which provides services for 97% of the total tertiary level student population. The number of students enrolled at the University of Malta in 2008 was 9,508 with an additional 239 in the private sector.

Private providers provide programmes of foreign universities. The private sector provides for 7% of tertiary level programmes, often in niche areas not provided for by the University of Malta.

The importance of the University of Malta and higher education cannot be stressed enough. The University of Malta has defined Malta’s historic development, its social and political fabric, and economic prosperity.

In a future where a rapid economic transition towards a knowledge-based economy is envisaged, the University of Malta’s ability to provide high quality teaching coupled with its other objective of undertaking research, is certainly the most crucial factor for Malta’s chances of success in a competitive and open global economy.

The quality of teaching at the University of Malta in the next decade will determine the standards of quality in all the economy for the next fifty years. The quality of research will determine not only the University’s ability to exploit contemporary science and technology discoveries and innovations, but also its ability to go one step ahead and be more innovative and more competitive than its peers.

Similar to the challenges of further education, the higher education sector faces funding constraints in the face of growing demands, faces exponential growth in the growing body of knowledge available worldwide, and growing costs to access ever more sophisticated teaching and research resources.

Apart from the growing participation rates of young students who successfully complete their post-secondary qualifications, the University of Malta faces the challenge of more adult learners who seek to obtain higher education at a mature age or come back to study as part of their continuous vocational training.
During an award ceremony for Scholars of the Malta Government Scholarships Scheme, the Prime Minister Lawrence Gonzi compared highly qualified students to other precious resources such as oil available in other countries. He stated that whilst natural resources are finite in supply, human resources, their knowledge, skills and genius are infinite.

The NCHE believes that the economic and social returns to investment in human capital far outweigh the costs. This together with the ability to create the necessary supporting economic climate to attract and retain the best brains in Malta, should be amongst the top priorities of any Government programme over the coming decade.

Research

The ongoing work of the University of Malta in research continues to demonstrate the potential of Malta in the field of research and innovation.

The University of Malta performed well under FP 6 and is currently participating in seven FP7 projects amounting to around € 920,000 in funding\(^2\).

The Malta Government Scholarship Scheme (MGSS) launched in the last two years sponsored 44 students to follow studies at a doctoral level and 81 at a Masters level since 2006 to date. 24% of Maltese students currently pursuing a doctoral programme are preparing for a career in research\(^3\).

The Strategic Educational Pathways Scholarships Scheme (STEPS) is a new scheme intending to assist graduates in pursuing post-graduate levels of academic research in areas identified as a national priority, and will award over 400 Masters and 70 Doctoral scholarships between 2009 and 2013 in the focus areas of Research, Science and Technology, ICT, Education Capacity Building and other areas identified to address Skills mismatches\(^4\).

This Strategy is intended to dovetail the National Research and Innovation Strategic Plan (2007-2010) spearheaded by the Malta Council for Science and Technology (MCST).

---

\(^2\) Data is up to the end of October 2008. Source (Malta Council for Science and Technology)

\(^3\) MGSS database, MEDC

\(^4\) NCHE Further and Higher Education Statistics 2008

\(^5\) ‘This indicator includes enrolments at the University of Malta and through the MGSS in the fields of ‘science, mathematics and computing’ and ‘engineering, manufacturing and construction’.

\(^6\) STEPS information provided by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Youth and Sport
Socioeconomic challenges

The scale of current economic turmoil, social changes, increased globalisation, and demographic changes leading to an ageing population, all require a future workforce with a different portfolio of knowledge and skills and a new approach to education policy as an integral part of medium to long term planning to respond to these changes.

Economic outlook

Current economic downturn

The recent global financial crisis is expected to have a short to medium term impact on the global economy including Malta. The world economic crisis is affecting production, trade, consumption, and in consequence labour markets and prosperity. Employment in the European Union is forecasted to fall by 3.5 million jobs in 2009.

Against this background, policy makers are increasingly emphasising the role of education and training systems as important instruments to generate human capital with relevant skills, improving competitiveness and adaptation to new demands in the medium term.

Malta's education and training systems must synergise all their efforts during this phase of activity – delivering both short term responses to situations that will arise whilst also keeping in mind the necessary long term needs of the country once this phase is surpassed.

Low activity and employment rates of the working age population

Those countries being hit by economic recession and which have high activity and employment rates may be capable of absorbing certain shocks in the short term.

On its part, Malta has lower employment and activity rates, particularly female activity rates, implying that most families depend on a single breadwinner. Any employment shocks in Malta, although smaller in relative scale, could have more serious implications on households depending on a single income. Malta's current situation is a vulnerable one.

Eurostat figures show that the current total labour market activity rate in 2008 was of 58.8%, whilst that for the EU-27 was of 70.9%. This is mainly due to low participation in the labour market of females, the activity rate of which is 41% compared to the EU-27 figure of 63.8% in 2008, and due to early retirement rates. Only 28.7% of the 55-64 year old bracket was in employment in 2008.

In addition Malta has relatively low employment rates when compared to the EU-27 average; 55.2% compared to 66% for 2008.

In 2007, the employment rate of people with high education attainment was of 85.5% compared to 49.4% for those with low educational attainment.

Mobilising youth into further and higher levels of education must remain a central pillar of Malta's development policies.

Future employment trends in sectors, occupations and qualifications

Malta continues to experience considerable structural change. Over the past decade, shifts away from the primary sector and manufacturing towards services and knowledge-intensive jobs continued. Although formulated prior to the current economic crises, Vision 2015 had envisaged more of this gradual shift in the future.

Education systems are also contributing positively to these structural shifts and often have pre-empted their effects on the future prospects of their students through their revised courses, curricula and research.

At an EU-wide level, it is anticipated that fewer routine skills and more creative skills will be required, more familiarity with digital technologies, more skills specific to particular trades and a growing demand for critical thinking and adaptability of workers.

In a study conducted by CEDEFOP, the reference scenario outlined the need for almost 20 million jobs to be created across the EU between 2006 and 2020. This is despite losing almost three million jobs in the primary sector and 800,000 in manufacturing. The distribution and transport sector, including

---

8 Eurostat (2008), Data in focus, 40/2008, Population and social conditions
10 Eurostat (2008), Data in focus, 40/2008, Population and social conditions
11 Eurostat Database (website) – Persons with low educational attainment by age group.
hotels and catering, will create more than 4.5 million additional jobs; employment in non-marketed services, including health and education, is projected to grow at a similar rate. The best prospects for employment lie in business and related services with more than 13.5 million jobs being created by 2020.

European Commission projections for Malta by sector follow the same patterns, with a total expansion demand of 14,000 jobs. Any efforts to economic recovery are anticipated to focus even further on the same trajectory and possibly sharpen the focus on fast growth sectors.

Early identification of changing needs for knowledge and skills

Recent research undertaken by the NCHE shows that not enough research and forward-planning mechanisms are in place within education policy planning, focusing on jobs and skills, identification and avoidance of skill mismatches, gaps and shortages.

In its report on “Skills for the Future”, the NCHE urged for more research actions to anticipate future skill needs for Malta and to urge institutions to link these findings in their strategies. This is echoed in the EU Commission’s communication on “New Skills for New jobs” which takes on board a focus on anticipation and matching of skills needs.

Skill mismatch in future labour markets

Skills mismatch is a complex problem to deal with. Persistent skills mismatches may prolong unemployment, discourage foreign direct investment or lead to serious operational problems within specific sectors.

For certain groups, skills mismatches pose serious consequences. Rapid change in technology and workplace organisation and insufficient updating of skills for ageing low-skilled workers contribute to skills obsolescence, putting these workers at risk of job loss and social exclusion.

Given the trends towards increasing skill requirements in all sectors and occupations, there are concerns about potential mismatches between labour force education and skill levels on the one hand, and job requirements in the labour market on the other. Workers are increasingly more likely to perform different tasks and jobs during their working lives. Consequently, they need to be supported to cope with these transitions by a series of measures, including continuing training and guidance.

All this will lead to significant challenges to be faced by education and labour market policies. A concerted effort to cope with structural change will be required. This may include intensive retraining and continuing training requirements from the education system – in particular of adults and people at risk of unemployment and those in precarious sectors and occupations. Implementation of lifelong learning strategies and policies to reconcile flexibility and security take on a new dimension.

Demographic change

As a result of the current changing demographic features of Malta’s population, and in particular the baby boomers moving to retirement age, working age populations will decline considerably in the coming years and decades. So will student population cohorts.

The Maltese working age population is forecasted to fall from 286.7 thousand in 2007 to 284.1 thousand in 2015 and 251.5 thousand in 2050.

In the next 40 years, the average age will increase all over Europe and despite increasing participation rates, labour supply will decrease.

Ageing impacts on education in three ways.

(a) more adult learners will demand further and higher education as well as training and re-training in the future;
(b) an increasing dependency ratio places an onus on younger generations to reach higher levels productivity, which in turn will create the need for more education, knowledge, skills and competences in younger cohorts;
(c) declining birth rates and shrinking student populations, imply that although Malta is targeting increases in participation rates, this does not imply significant increases in absolute terms of student populations of younger cohorts.

---

The impact of ageing is shown in Chart 2.1 below, where the substantial reduction in the working age population is countered by an increase in the dependents (0-14 year olds and 64+). The resulting dependency ratios would change from 2.33 in 2007 to 1.69 in 2050. This has a significant impact on the welfare costs that need to be afforded by younger generations in the future.

CHART 2.1 - DEPENDENCY RATE IN POPULATION (2007-2050)

Education challenges

High levels of school leavers who do not continue following post secondary education

In Malta, the compulsory school age is up to 15 years of age. Students who stop attending school at 16 are not deemed to be early school leavers in terms of local legislation. Structural indicators of the EU however define early school leavers as those not attending education leading to a post secondary qualification.

The indicator for early school leavers comprises of the following three criteria defined by the results of the EU Labour Force Survey:

• Those aged between 18 and 24 years;
• With at most ISCED Level 2 (below upper secondary qualification) and ISCED Level 3c short; and
• Not in education or training (in the last 4 weeks before responding to the Labour Force Survey).

The target set in the Lisbon agenda, is that of reducing early school leavers to 10% by 2010.

Using this definition of early school leavers, Malta has registered an improvement from 54.2% in 2000 to 41% in 2008. The establishment of MCAST contributed mostly to this decline, however recently progress has stalled in this respect. Chart 2.2 hereunder shows the relative progress of Malta and the EU 27 in this regard.

Chart 2.3 shows the share of the 16 year old cohort in Malta that registered for SEC Examinations and the pass rates in 6 subjects sufficient to proceed to general post secondary education. Over 80% of the cohort register for exams (an indicator of willingness to try), and only 40% (in 2008) succeeded in obtaining Grades 1-5 in a minimum of 6 subjects.
As things stand, the maximum participation rates Malta can hope for in further general and eventually tertiary level education is not more than 40%.

Coupled with pass rates for the Matriculation Certificate, only 22.8% of the 1990 cohort obtained obligatory entry requirements for University in 2008, and the results show that practically all those who pass seek to enter higher levels of education\(^{15}\).

The main challenge is to create the necessary quality assurance systems in earlier levels of education (primary and secondary) as well as reviewing the current MATSEC system. This is important to understand whether the quality of education or the examination system is fit for purpose.

On further scrutiny of the annual Tracer Study reports of 2007 published by the Guidance and Counselling Services unit within former Education Division, the outcomes in Chart 2.4 shows that 87% of respondents from Junior Lyceums and 94% from private schools respectively continued their studies at a further level compared to only 32% from state secondary schools.

Out of 5,372 respondents in 2007, 1,469 were from area secondary schools. Of the 412 (32%) who continued their studies, 198 attended the academic stream and only 8 and 3 students entered the Junior College and private sixth forms respectively. The remaining 187 students attended either the state higher secondary schools (i.e. G.Curmi Naxxar and M.Refalo Gozo) or MCAST.

The current reform processes in schools must address the striking imbalance in outcomes of state area secondary schools which is the predominant factor contributing to early school leavers in Malta.

**Low participation rates in further and higher education**

The participation rate of 17 year old students in further education was at 59% in 2008. The average participation rate of 17 year olds in post secondary education during the last 5 years has been around 63%. No significant progress was made over this period.

Chart 2.5 shows the relative participation rate in Malta compared to the current EU 27 average participation rates and target rates for attainment of post secondary level education by 2010. The target of attracting 85% of students aged 16-18 into post-secondary level education by 2015 requires 25% more than the current 60%.

**CHART 2.4 - TRACER RESPONSES REGARDING POST SCHOOL CHOICES: POST SECONDARY EDUCATION, WORK OR OTHER ACTIVITIES.**

Source: Tracer Study reports, Education Division (2007)

---

\(^{15}\) Matriculation Certificate Statistical Report 2008, pg. iii
In terms of participation rates in higher education, the participation rate of 19 year old students in higher education was 24% in 2008. Chart 2.6 shows the relative standing in terms of participation rates across the EU 27 and potential target rates for Malta by 2020, should we aim to achieve at least the average rates in the region.

In 2008, the participation rate of 19 year olds was relatively lower than the 54% country mean for OECD countries in 2005 and lower than the EU average of 34% in 2006.

**Science and technology**

Chart 2.7 shows the distribution of higher education students across different fields of study in 2008. Whilst Malta succeeded in registering relatively good progress in increasing students in S&T related areas at a higher level by 15% over the last 10 years, the relative rate share remains low.

In 2008, 16% of HE students participated in these areas: science, mathematics, computing and ICT, engineering, manufacturing and construction. Chart 2.8 shows the comparative rate of students participating in science related fields within the EU 27 is that of 26% (2004) compared to Malta at 16%.

**Chart 2.6 - Participation Rates in Malta and EU Higher Education Age 19-20 (2006-2020)**

![Bar chart showing participation rates in higher education](chart2.6)


**Chart 2.7 - Full time HE Students following Degree Studies of MQF Levels 6-8 in Malta by Field of Study (2008)**

![Bar chart showing student population by field of study](chart2.7)


In 2008, 16% of HE students participated in these areas: science, mathematics, computing and ICT, engineering, manufacturing and construction. Chart 2.8 shows the comparative rate of students participating in science related fields within the EU 27 is that of 26% (2004) compared to Malta at 16%.

**Chart 2.8 - Full Time Higher Education Students Following Degree Studies of MQF Levels 6-8 in Malta in S&T Related Areas (2004/8)**

![Bar chart showing percentage of students in science related fields](chart2.8)


Once again, the challenge of increasing take-up in science and technology related areas must be addressed at all levels of education, from primary to secondary, through post-secondary education and eventually at a tertiary level.
Adults in lifelong learning

Chart 2.9 shows the rate of adults between 25 and 64 in education and training as measured by the Labour Force Survey.

In 2007, 6% of adults in Malta were participating in lifelong learning compared to almost 10% of adults in the EU who participate in lifelong learning. Progress is slow to reach the benchmark of 12.5% by 2010.

**Chart 2.9 - Participation of Adults in Lifelong Learning**
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This indicator measures all forms of education and training. Chart 2.10 shows the NCHE estimates of the contribution of further and higher education towards adult learning. The sectors jointly provide education and training for 2% of the population between 25 and 64 years of age. The majority of adult learners undertake studies on a part-time basis.

Students pursuing part-time tertiary studies are on average 8 years older than those pursuing full-time studies. On average, part-time students following Bachelors and Masters programmes in Malta take just under twice as long to complete their studies when compared to their full-time counterparts.

The case for further opportunities for adult participation in all forms of education and training requires a committed effort to review current systems and develop a coherent response for further and higher education within a lifelong learning framework. In line with the target to double the rate of adults in education and training of all forms from 6% to 12% by 2010, NCHE envisages that the further and higher education sectors would need to respond to such targets by increasing their own share of contribution from the current 2% to 4% over the next 10 years.

**Chart 2.10 - Adults within Further and Higher Education Sector**
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<td>Malta</td>
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</tbody>
</table>

Source: MT - NCHE F&HE Statistics Survey 2008; MT Target - NCHE

In the Bordeaux Communique on enhanced European cooperation held in November 2008, European Ministers for education highlighted the following:

“VET is at the crossroads of economic, social and employment policies. VET should promote excellence and at the same time guarantee equal opportunities. It plays a key role in producing the skills Europe will need. Closely linked with general education and higher education, VET is essential for implementing lifelong learning strategies. The future strategic framework for European cooperation in the field of education and training could play an important role in this context.”

They also pointed out the role of higher education in vocational education and training and in enhancing labour market integration.

“It is particularly important to encourage the development of continuing vocational training for adults in higher education institutions, taking into account the Charter of European universities for lifelong learning.”

Malta needs to develop a sustainable framework to provide more adults with education and training pathways in further and higher education as well as work in parallel to develop

---

14 According to the definition of the European Council, lifelong learning includes “all learning activity undertaken throughout life, with the aim of improving knowledge, skills and competences within a personal, civic, social and/or employment-related perspective”. The “lifelong learning” structural indicator was developed to measure participation in training and further education. This indicator measures the proportion of the population aged between 25 and 64 that participate in training and further education activities. (Council Resolution of 27 June 2002 on lifelong learning (2002/C 163/01)

15 Key data on Higher Education in Europe 2007 Edition, Eurydice pg. 50
16 Key data on Higher Education in Europe 2007 Edition, Eurydice pg. 54
17 Bordeaux Communique, EU 2008, Pg. 5
18 Bordeaux Communique, EU 2008, Pg. 11
informal and non formal validation of skills and competences in collaboration with F&HE institutions.

**Research and development activity**

Malta has also stepped up its efforts in the field of research and innovation. The University of Malta is currently participating in 7 FP7 projects amounting to around € 920,000 in funding\(^2\). The MGSS sponsored 44 students to follow studies at a doctoral level and 81 at a Masters level since 2006 to date\(^2\). 24\(^%\) of Maltese students currently pursuing a doctoral programme are preparing for a career in science and technology\(^2\).

The Strategic Educational Pathways Scholarships Scheme (STEPS) is a new scheme intending to assist graduates in pursuing post-graduate levels of academic research in areas identified as a national priority, and will award over 400 Masters and 70 Doctoral scholarships between 2009 and 2013 in the focus areas of Research, Science and Technology, ICT, Education Capacity Building and other areas identified to address Skills mismatches\(^5\).

All this contributes towards creating the necessary R&D capacity for Malta to move towards its own research and development targets.

Chart 2.11 compares Malta's current overall expenditure on R&D compared to the EU target of 3% expenditure of GDP on R&D for 2010. Such a target will probably not be reached given the current economic situation faced by most countries.

Despite Malta’s limitations, much more can be done in terms of providing adequate budgets for co-financing EU research projects. The leverage of such programmes could lead to the creation of niche research segments that will in turn deliver multi-dimensional benefits on education and specific industrial activities.

The challenge is that of placing more emphasis on high quality research to be undertaken within the University of Malta, and the need to provide all the necessary support to exploit opportunities which have fiscal,

**Quality Assurance**

The Bologna Declaration of June 1999 calls amongst other things, for the promotion of European cooperation in quality assurance with a view to developing comparable criteria and methodologies.

On this point the Declaration accordingly parallels closely the Council Recommendation of November 1998. The recommendation focuses exactly on the need for member states to face the task of organising their higher education systems in ways that respect existing academic standards, training objectives, and quality standards.

Among the international changes affecting higher education are a growing international market for higher education, transnational education and a need for recognition of degrees due to graduate mobility. The Bologna Declaration can be viewed as a European response to these developments.

In 2009, Malta remains one of the only countries within the EU not to have a Quality Assurance system for both further and higher education. Whilst positive steps have been taken with the establishment of the NCHE and the Malta Qualifications Councils with remits to advise on quality assurance of higher and vocational education respectively, the existence of an entity with a clear remit to perform external quality assurance to serve as a basis for accreditation and recognition of Maltese qualifications is to date not available.

The NCHE recommendations titled “A quality assurance framework for further and higher education in Malta (2007)” highlight the need for the introduction of new regulations in this regard and for a set of measures to implement the recommendations over a number of years. A committed financial budget is required to start the process and synergy with all institutions is necessary to develop the necessary quality culture for this to bear fruit in the future.

---

\(^2\) Data is up to the end of October 2008. Source (Malta Council for Science and Technology)

\(^2\) MGSS database, MEDC

\(^2\) NCHE Further and Higher Education Statistics 2008

\(^2\) This indicator includes enrolments at the University of Malta and through the MGSS in the fields of ’science, mathematics and computing’ and ’engineering, manufacturing and construction’.

\(^2\) STEPS information provided by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Youth and Sport
All stakeholders in education need to share a common set of principles and strive towards agreed objectives.

The principles highlighted in this chapter underpin the strategy proposed by the NCHE. They preserve the unique missions and characteristics that further and higher education institutions have.

The importance of effective autonomous leadership in education institutions, capable of delivering on their diverse roles and missions in a proactive and responsible manner is the only vehicle for high quality, relevant education outcomes that guarantee a vibrant future for Malta.

The need for all stakeholders to assume their responsibilities shall be a crucial factor in determining the ability of Malta as a nation to meet its aspirations.

Based on the consultations and feedback in recent months the NCHE has re-confirmed the overarching vision for the sectors under the title Vision 2020.

The strategy outlined in the following chapters is an elaboration of how this vision can be achieved and the actions necessary for this to be implemented.

This chapter highlights the key principles and vision for further and higher education as recommended by the NCHE.
Key principles
for further and higher education development

The strength, diversity and flexibility of further and higher education in Malta is vital towards developing Malta into a nation:

i. in which all Maltese have equal opportunities to be educated to their highest potential throughout their lifetime;

ii. in which all citizens benefit socially, culturally, economically, and environmentally by the contributions of educational institutions;

iii. in which individual rights are recognised, cherished and protected and individuals are fully aware of their responsibilities towards each other and to society as a whole;

iv. whose economic growth is driven by synergy between research and innovation;

v. enjoying a rich cultural heritage, recognising the uniqueness of its people; and

vi. which contributes to Mediterranean, European and International education, research and relations;

All stakeholders should strive to uphold the following principles and values:

i. Further and Higher education should enrich Maltese society, culture and the economy. Institutions are expected to be the caretakers, creators and disseminators of knowledge, to students and society at large;

ii. a focus on effective learning implies effective teaching, which inspires learning for life and ensures relevance of knowledge and skills imparted;

iii. a firm commitment towards the provision of quality to the highest degree possible, both in administrative and academic terms;

iv. the affirmation of autonomy coupled with the necessity for stronger accountability and the necessary reforms and funding for this process to become feasible;

v. preservation of equal access opportunities with the guaranteed provision of a safety net based on specified socio-economic criteria;

vi. a commitment towards higher participation rates in further and higher education;

vii. continued investment making the system more responsive, diverse in its offering, and capable of being innovative in its entire cycle of operations and functions;

viii. both public and private institutions require increased competitiveness and further development of an export oriented knowledge sector in Malta;

ix. all institutions must be socially responsible, acting ethically in all their activities, ensuring public health and safety standards are upheld, including that of being environmentally responsible.
Further and higher education systems must strive to:

i. advance knowledge and understanding;
ii. inspire and enable students to develop their capabilities to their highest potential;
iii. aid the application of knowledge and understanding to the benefit of the economy and society;
iv. enable individuals to adapt and learn, consistent with the needs of a flexible knowledge-based economy and life-cycle requirements;
v. enable life long learning for personal fulfilment, for effective participation in the workforce and for constructive contributions to society; and
vi. contribute to a democratic, civilised society and promote the values, tolerance and debate that underpin it.

Government must strive to:

i. chart an effective and sustainable educational strategy and providing an adequate regulatory framework, to ensure that education is relevant in meeting the nations long term aspirations and efficient in its operational performance;
ii. assure the quality of educational provision and respect the autonomy of higher education institutions;
iii. provide for adequate institutional funding to meet both capacity and quality targets;
iv. provide students with support for fair access, adequate information, effective guidance, and choice.
Vision 2020
for further and higher education in Malta

1. Attract more students to continue their studies after compulsory education and attain post secondary and tertiary qualifications – increase participation of 17 year olds in post secondary education from the current 60% to 85% by 2015 and increase participation of 19 year old students in university from the current 23% to 35% by 2020;

2. Attract more students into areas of study relevant to Malta’s economic and social development – increase student participation in science, technology and other areas identified in the NCHE’s “Skills for the Future” report;

3. Attract more adults into further and higher education within an overarching Life Long Learning strategy – provide more adults with opportunities to attain basic skills, qualifications at the right level to gain employment and meet employers demand for skills;

4. Promote Malta as a destination for further and higher education in the world – attract 5,000 fee paying students to study in Malta by 2020 in various fields of study and research;

5. Develop research activities undertaken within higher education in Malta – increase funding for research at the University of Malta, sustain scholarship funding to attract promising graduates into a research career, and link measures to strategic national priorities;

6. Ensure fair and open access to all students willing to further their studies – ensure that every student in secondary education has an equal chance to gain a sound grounding in English, mathematics and basic knowledge to access further education pathways, and sustain measures to ensure fair and equitable access to further and higher education;

7. Facilitate and promote student and staff mobility – promote European and international mobility programmes for students and staff, ensure portability of student support schemes, and develop more initiatives for exchange of students, staff and researchers;

8. Assure quality provision across all institutions and their programmes – provide for adequate internal quality assurance systems and establish a quality assurance agency;

9. Develop Malta’s Qualifications Framework and qualification recognition services – promote the use of learning outcomes to define and describe qualifications, the validation of non-formal and informal learning and ensure adequate recognition services primarily through the Malta QRIC;

10. Reform the current governance and funding systems – ensure efficient, accountable and autonomous institutions can respond to the challenges effectively and can develop beyond the limitations of public funds by generating other sources of income;

11. Secure adequate public funding and provide incentives for investment from other sources into the sector;

12. Interlock Malta’s efforts with developments to position Europe as a leading destination of excellence in education – maintain Malta’s active participation within the Bologna and Copenhagen Processes and implement the necessary actions to position Malta as a centre of excellent in education within the European Higher Education Area up to 2020.
An aligned response of Further and Higher Education

The vision for education must be aligned with other strategic objectives pronounced by Government for Malta’s development and by other changes occurring outside Malta on both a European and International level.

Malta’s overall direction is outlined in plans such as the National Reform Programme, the National Strategic Reference Framework and its Operational Programmes for the use of Structural Funds, and Governments pronounced work programme embodied in its Vision 2015 statement.

The recent work of the NCHE in collaboration with all further and higher education stakeholders, government development agencies in different sectors and the business community has resulted in an initial study on the impact of such a vision on the future workforce, and the resulting derived demand on education in the immediate future.

Government’s Vision 2015

Government has outlined seven areas of excellence in its Vision 2015. This includes: Tourism; Financial services; Health services; Education services; Communications and IT services; Manufacturing and related services and Gozo as an ecological island.

In its efforts to shape the type of strategy required the NCHE organised a conference on 19th of September 2008 titled ‘Skills for the Future’. The conference addressed potential skills mismatches which exist in the economy as well as those which could emerge following growth in the targeted sectors outlined in Government’s Vision 2015. Over 200 participants representing industry, commerce, employers, educational institutions, government sectoral agencies, students, and other social partners, attended the conference.

The outcomes of the conference together with the research finding of the research conducted by the NCHE show that the prospects of the economy over the coming decade include the following:

• Over 37,000 jobs would be made vacant by retiring workers;
• Additionally, over 40,000 jobs need to be created to increase the activity rate of the labour force from 59% today to a target of 70%;
• In total, over 77,000 jobs will need to be created to achieve the sustainable activity rate targets;
• Reviewing the potential job creation of the seven priority areas, the NCHE estimates that these sectors have the potential of creating 30,000 jobs;
• European Commission projections show that the eu-25 in 2015 will require a workforce made up of 30% of workers having high qualifications, 50% having medium qualifications and 20% with low qualifications as shown in the Chart 4.1 below. The current Maltese scenario is depicted in Figure 4.2.

![Figure 4.1: Distribution of Qualifications of EU-25 Workforce, 2015](image)

Source: Cedefop (2008)

![Figure 4.2: Distribution of Qualifications of Malta 15+ Population, 2007](image)

Source: National Statistics Office Malta, Pg. 6.

This implies that in the next decade:
• or female activity rates to reach 41%, 16,600 women need to join the workforce;
• for employment rates of 55-64 years olds to reach 35%, 3,400 older workers need to be retained within the workforce;
• 34,200 people from the inactive or active population would need to upgrade their skills to higher qualification levels;
• 63,500 of the same cohorts would have to update their skills from low to medium qualifications; and
• the proportion of low skilled workers needs to fall drastically.

For education this implies that:
• for target participation rates to be achieved students need to increase by 40%, from 31,000 students aged 16-24 to 43,500 students in any year; and
• the funding allocation towards further and higher education would also need to increase by around 40% (not factoring for economies of scale and efficiencies), costing around € 140 million more over the next 7 years.

**Europe’s vision for Higher Education by 2020**

Various developments at a European level are changing the landscape of further and higher education rapidly. The last frontier of competitive advantage within a Europe without borders remains the education level, the skills and competences of a countries workforce, and Governments are intensifying their investments, their efforts to boost participation, resources, and educational outcomes of their students towards increased innovation, which ultimately secures high value added competitiveness and in turn high standards of living.

More importantly however, Europe recognises the fact that other regions are intensifying their efforts in the same way. China, India, Australia, Asia and the US are moving in the same direction – what distinguishes Europe is its ability to collaborate and provide a rich and diverse European Landscape of Education.

Malta has been participating in three main processes at a European Level:
1. The Education and Training 2010 Work Programme (EU);
2. The Copenhagen Process (EU); and
3. The Bologna Process (Intergovernmental).

In this regard, the objectives of the various fora, aim to push a common agenda of reform in education, including joint efforts to ensure that all countries strive towards a common goal of making Europe the world’s leading knowledge-based economy.

27 CEDEFOP (2008), Future skills needs, medium-term forecast
**Lisbon Agenda and the Education and Training 2010 work Programme:**

In March 2000, European leaders committed the EU to become by 2010 ‘the most dynamic and competitive knowledge-based economy in the world capable of sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion, and respect for the environment’. The Lisbon strategy, as it has come to be known, was a comprehensive but interdependent series of reforms. Actions by any one Member State, ran the argument, would be all the more effective if other Member States acted in concert.

Following the Conclusions of the Heads of State and Governments in Lisbon in 2000 and their endorsement of the common objectives for education and training in Europe in Barcelona, 2002, a radically new process of co-operation was launched in this area, with the overall objective of making education and training systems in Europe a world quality reference by 2010.

Ministers of education agreed on three major goals to be achieved by 2010, namely:

- improving the quality and effectiveness of education and training systems;
- facilitating access to education and training systems; and
- opening up EU education and training systems to the wider world.

To achieve these ambitious goals, they agreed on specific objectives covering the various types and levels of education and training (formal, non-formal and informal) aimed at making a reality of lifelong learning.

Drawing on lessons learnt from five years of implementing the Lisbon strategy, the European Council in March 2005 decided on a fundamental re-launch of the strategy. The re-launched Lisbon strategy focuses on competitiveness, growth and productivity and strengthening social cohesion.

Investing in research, education and innovation play central roles in generating added value and contributing to the creation of more and better jobs. Education and training are seen as critical factors to develop EU’s long-term potential for competitiveness as well as for social cohesion.

The five EU-level benchmarks set for 2010 include:

- the average rate of early school leavers should be no more than 10%;
- the total number of graduates in maths, science and technology should increase by at least 15%, while the gender imbalance in these subjects should be reduced;
- 85% of 22 year olds should complete upper secondary education;
- the number of low-achieving 15 year olds in reading, mathematics and science should be halved; and
- the average participation of working adults population in lifelong learning should increase by at least 12.5%.

The latest progress report of 2007 presented to the Education Council in May 2007, together with the more recent report of the EU Commission titled “Progress Towards the Lisbon Objectives in Education and Training” give a clear picture of the intense transformation of the European landscape and Malta’s relative performance in this area.

Malta is catching up in the various areas, with significant reduction of early school leavers and attainment rates in post-secondary levels of education, science and technology and lifelong learning.

The EU Education and Training 2010 work programme remains a catalyst for change and development in all member states. Malta benefits immensely from the research and policy initiatives undertaken within this programme.

Work in recent years included studies on the following dimensions:

- An integrated Policy Framework ‘Education & Training 2010’
- Developing lifelong learning strategies
- Higher Education Reform
- European Institute of Technology
- Developing school education policies
- Enhanced cooperation in vocational education and training
- Enhanced cooperation in adult education
- Removing obstacles to mobility
- Promoting multilingualism
- ICT for innovation and lifelong learning (Information and Communication Technology)
- Measuring progress in education and training (Statistics, indicators and benchmarks)
- Expert networks in economic and social sciences
- Other relevant documents related to the Lisbon Strategy

Vocational education and training (VET) is an important pillar in policy developments within Europe.

European ministers from 32 countries, the European Commission and European social partners agreed a policy agenda for VET in the Copenhagen process in 2002 aimed at providing the knowledge and skills base for Europe to prosper.

Every two years, reviews are undertaken to measure VET’s quality, attractiveness, good governance, and efforts to meet target dates to implement common European principles and tools.

Countries have worked on these areas emphasising equity and relevance to the labour market, but also a need to focus on excellence. The recent Cedefop analysis and countries’ self-assessment show a closer alignment of national priorities and the European agenda in 2008, and although progress varies, a European VET area is emerging.

Developments in Malta over the last few years related to Copenhagen objectives include:

- Setting up a National Qualifications Framework, which is compatible with the EQF;
- Beginning the process of recognition of prior learning through the established Malta Qualifications Council;
- Beginning the process of ensuring recognition of non-formal and informal learning;
- The setting up of the National Europass Office;
- The approval of the MCAST master plan to modernise MCAST as Malta’s main vocational training institution; and
- Building links with industry in an effort to respond to the labour market.

The milestones of the Copenhagen Process:

2002 Copenhagen Declaration
- Strengthen the European Dimension in VET
- Improve transparency, information and guidance systems
- Recognise competences and qualifications
- Promote quality assurance

2004 Maastricht Communiqué
National and EU-Level priorities
- Put Copenhagen tools into practice (quality assurance, validation, guidance & counselling: Europass)
- Improve public/private investments, training incentives, use of EU funds
- Address the needs of groups at risk
- Develop flexible & individual pathways, progression
- Strengthen VET planning, partnerships, identify skills needs
- Develop pedagogical approaches & learning environments
- Expand VET teachers’ & trainers competence development
- EQF, ECVET; identify TT learning needs; improve VET statistics

2006 Helsinki Communiqué
- Improve image, status, attractiveness of VET; good governance
- Develop further, test & implement common tools by 2010 (EQF, ECVET, CQAF/ENQA-VET, Europass)
- More systematic mutual learning; more & better VET statistics
- Take all stakeholders on board to put Copenhagen into place

2008 Bordeaux Communiqué
- Implement tools and schemes for promoting cooperation in the field of VET at national and European level.
- Heighten quality and attractiveness of VET systems
- Improve links between the VET and the labour market
- Strengthening European cooperation arrangements
Copenhagen beyond 2010
Countries anticipate national and European VET policy agendas to focus on:

1. Learning outcomes based curricula – new approaches to develop programmes and curricula as well as improved methods to measure, assess and validate competence;

2. Securing adequate financial resources and ensuring efficiency, equity and sustainability – adequate allocation of resources for the efficient allocation, equitable distribution and sustainability of VET growth is a prerequisite for successful implementation of VET policies. The private share of expenditure in Continuous Vocational Training remains small and governments shall continue seeking better ways to develop effective cost sharing models, including specific levies for training, vouchers, tax incentives, etc.;

3. Continued implementation of common European tools – whilst the EQF is now broadly in place and progress towards its implementation is underway, countries continue developing their respective National Qualification Frameworks, the Europass is now used by half a billion citizens, bringing ECVET the European Credit system for VET into place is still in its initial phase, whilst validation on informal and non-formal learning is available in some countries but remains a challenge in terms of the necessary resources required to reach this long term goal across all the EU;

4. Create better links between Copenhagen and Bologna processes – more co-ordination between various frameworks such as the Education and Training 2010 work programme be better coordinated with developments within the Bologna Process. Europass, EQF and ECVET foster policy learning and drive national change;

5. Balance excellence and equity to make VET more attractive – VET is seen to play an important role in providing inclusive pathways to vulnerable groups in particular early school leavers. However, VET cannot be seen to be the solution to all problems of exclusion – more talent and excellence needs to be attracted to the sector, establishing well equipped training centres, introducing pathways into higher education programmes and increase the profile and levels of qualifications offered;

6. Developing adequate Quality Assurance – the drive towards more consistent quality assurance across all types of VET provision (including apprenticeships and other modalities) as well as ensuring attractiveness, trust by employers and effective and efficient teaching are at the heart of this objective;

7. Recognising VET teachers as key agents of change and quality – Countries’ policies increasingly include competence development of VET teachers. More needs to be done to ensure that teachers’ technical competences and teaching skills remain up to date through standards, certification and adequate CVT provision;

8. Lifelong guidance services with evidence based research – Developing the capacity to obtain evidence to support guidance policies is becoming increasingly important. Promoting continuous formal and informal dialogue between education and business requires more research, facilitation and professional design to ensure that messages trickle down to students in an effective manner;

9. Improve governance at all levels – More synergy between various VET providers in particular partnerships between various actors or partnerships between state and non state providers will become more commonplace. More harmonised policy co-ordination will be required to ensure effective policy implementation;

10. Anticipate future skills and increase responsiveness – a coherent framework of indicators and benchmarks to follow up the Lisbon objectives in education and training requires more focus on VET related information linked to rapid changes in Europe’s labour markets. Various opening for those with intermediate qualification with arise over the next decade and the sustaining higher overall skill levels remains of central importance;

11. Increase the role of VET in the present economic crises – generating human capital with relevant skills to improve competitiveness and adaptation to new demands place VET in a central position. Stronger investment in education and training is a sine qua non for all policy makers facing the future. Cooperation between VET providers and industries is imperative at a time when markets are turbulent and volatile. Fast and flexible administration is vital for effective responsiveness during this phase of economic development;

12. Increase standards in the workforce of specific sectors – introducing professional standards and certification may lead towards more private investment in training and certification, and an increased demand of the adult workforce to seek training and re-training for access to specific regulated trades and professions. The introduction of professional standards in various sectors could lead to a general improvement of quality and service.
The Bologna Process is the product of a series of meetings of ministers responsible for higher education at which policy decisions have been taken in order to establish a European Higher Education Area by 2010.

The milestones of the Bologna Process:

1998 Sorbonne Declaration
- A common framework of Qualifications
- A common two cycle system
- Mobility of students and teachers

1999 Bologna Declaration
- Easily readable and comparable Degrees
- A system of credits (ECTS)
- Mobility of researchers
- European cooperation in quality assurance
- European dimension in higher Education

2001 Prague Communiqué
- Lifelong learning
- Social Dimension added
- Involvement of higher education
- Institutions and students
- Promotion of the European Higher Education Area

2003 Berlin Communiqué
- Quality assurance at institutional, national and European level
- Inclusion of doctoral level as third cycle
- Recognition of degrees and periods of studies (Diploma Supplement)
- European framework of qualifications
- Closer links between education and research

2005 Bergen Communiqué
- Reinforcement of the social dimension
- Standards and guidelines for quality assurance
- National frameworks of qualifications
- Award and recognition of joint degrees
- Flexible learning paths in higher education

2007 London Conference
- Creation of a European Quality Assurance Register (EQAR)
- Strategy to improve the global dimension of the Bologna Process
- Commitment to produce national action plans with effective monitoring of the social dimension

2009 Leuven Conference
- Bologna 2020

Since 1998, six ministerial meetings devoted to mapping out the Bologna Process have been held in different European cities, namely Paris (at the Sorbonne University), Bologna, Prague, Berlin, Bergen and London.

The next meeting will be held in April 2009 in Leuven / Louvain.

At every conference a progress report of every country’s achievements and progress is presented. The last progress report was presented in London in 2007.

The recent National Report submitted by the Bologna Expert Group in Malta, reports overall progress against most of the Bologna objectives. The major area of reform still pending remains that of external quality assurance.

Developments in Malta over the last few years related to Bologna objectives include:
- The Creation of a National Qualifications Framework in line with European frameworks (EQF and EHEA QF);
- Beginning implementation of learning outcomes within ECTS system;
- Diploma Supplement Implementation;
- Ratification of the Lisbon Recognition Convention (2006);
- Establishment of Malta QRIC and membership within ENIC/NARIC networks;
- Development of portability policies in student support and exchange programmes for increase mobility;

More needs to be done for the implementation of the original Bologna objectives. These include:
- The need to set up a national quality assurance agency;
- Further development of the National Qualifications Framework;
- Full implementation of the Diploma Supplement;
- Implementation of the ECTS in terms of learning outcomes;
- Further promoting and increasing mobility; and
- Addressing Lifelong Learning.
**Bologna towards 2020**
The main objectives likely to be discussed by Ministers for Higher Education in April 2009 in Leuven / Louvain are outlined hereunder.

1. **Excellence** – this must be pursued at all levels of higher education in order to properly address the challenges of the new era. Excellence requires constant focus on quality based on and further developed with reference to the European standards and guidelines;

2. **Social dimension** – equitable access and completion – the student body within higher education should reflect the diversity of Europe’s populations. Malta would require a review of performance and outcomes in secondary school education to ensure that all children get an equal chance to obtain knowledge and skills to choose different educational pathways and access higher education;

3. **Lifelong learning** – the process urges for public responsibility towards widening access to more adults and involves giving them access to obtaining qualifications, extending knowledge and understanding, gaining new skills and competences or enriching personal growth. More flexible learning paths, including part-time studies, as well as work based trajectories need to be explored and developed potentially in partnership with employers;

4. **Employability** – an emphasis on the importance of higher education's role to equip students with the necessary knowledge, skills and competences to seize the opportunities in changing labour markets;

5. **Student-centred learning** – new approaches to teaching and learning and a curriculum focused more clearly on the learner in all three cycles implies the need to develop programmes using international descriptors, learning outcomes and reference points for a growing number of subject areas;

6. **Education, research and innovation** – Higher education should be based at all levels on state of the art research and development, fostering innovation and creativity in society. Doctoral programmes should provide high quality disciplinary research and increasingly be complemented by inter-disciplinary and inter-sectoral programmes. The number of joint degree initiatives and people with research competences is envisaged to increase providing more attractive opportunities for career development of early stage researchers;

7. **International openness** – European higher education institutions will be further encouraged to embed their activities in an institutional culture of internationalisation and global collaboration. More joint European actions and a network of national contact points will be set up. Transnational education should be governed by the guidelines and standards for quality assurance as applicable within the European Higher Education Area and as in line with the UNESCO/OECD Guidelines for Quality Provision in Cross-Border Higher Education;

8. **Mobility** – Mobility of students, researchers and staff, embedded in institutional policies to enhance the quality of programmes and excellence in research, strengthens the academic and cultural internationalization of European higher education. A target of at least 20% of those graduating in the countries of the EHEA is being considered, together with a target of 20 % increase of incoming students from non-EHEA countries by 2020 as part of the internationalization and exchange strategy of the institutions of higher education;

9. **Data collection and multidimensional transparency tools with an emphasis on quality** – Improved and enhanced data collection will help monitor progress made in the attainment of the objectives set out in the social dimension, employability and mobility agendas, as well as in other policy areas, and will serve as a basis for both stocktaking and benchmarking. One option could be for classification of higher education institutions to be multi-dimensional, designed in a way that helps institutions develop profiles that emphasise one or more of the main missions of higher education and that recognise the value of all these. All such instruments need to relate closely to existing quality assurance and recognition mechanisms;

10. **Funding** – Higher education institutions have gained greater autonomy along with rapidly growing expectations to be responsive to societal needs and to be accountable. Within a framework of public responsibility recognizing that public funding remains a priority, the diversification of funding sources should be sought as an opportunity to guarantee further sustainable development of autonomous higher education institutions.
On the basis of its consultations, the NCHE proposes that Malta’s strategy for Further and Higher education should address four strategic objectives by 2020:

1. Attract more young students and adults into further and higher education;
2. Ensure fair and open access to all students willing to further their studies;
3. Make Malta a centre of excellence in education and research;
4. Sustain public responsibility for adequate regulation, resources and funding to secure an inclusive, qualitative and responsive education system.

These four objectives should be addressed across the education systems as a whole (schools, higher education, vocational education and training and adult learning), and be aligned with all other related policies. Lifelong learning is a fundamental perspective underpinning the recommended strategy.
Priorities for Further and Higher Education by 2020

Strategic objective 1: Attract more young students and adults into further and higher education;

People with low skill levels are at risk of economic and social exclusion. The persistent high levels of students who do not continue to follow studies up to a post secondary level, low participation in lifelong learning by adults require more focus and immediate action.

Economic downturn, demographic changes and volatile labour markets, require an ever higher skill level from a future shrinking workforce. Further and higher education must respond to these challenges.

Their contribution towards developing an overarching Life Long Learning strategy is vital. Qualification frameworks, development of professional standards within key segments of the workforce, validation of non-formal and informal learning, and provision of flexible learning programmes all contribute towards this objective.

Strategic objective 2: Ensure fair and open access to all students willing to further their studies;

Fair and open access implies more than just sustaining financial support and free provision for students. It implies having the necessary consistent quality education services at earlier levels to ensure that all students attain basic skills, and that all students reach their highest potential. Fair and open access should include access to opportunities within private or foreign institutions and should give special attention to key vulnerable groups.

Strategic objective 3: Make Malta a centre of excellence in education and research;

Excellence should be defined in terms of the “knowledge triangle” - education, research and innovation. Developing a “quality culture” within institutions and establishing an external quality assurance framework is a pre-requisite towards this goal. Quality also implies an intrinsic link between teaching and research, which gives the University of Malta a key responsibility and a central role in the accomplishment of this objective.

Quality assurance as a basis of recognition for qualifications, high quality research and initiatives for mobility of student and academic staff shall define Malta’s progress towards excellence over the coming decade.

Strategic objective 4: Sustain public responsibility to secure an inclusive, qualitative and responsive education system

More is required in terms of increasing the autonomy and accountability of state institutions, to provide governors of institutions in particular the University of Malta with more flexibility to handle this challenge.

The level, efficiency and sustainability of funding are critical to achieving these objectives. More long-term planning and commitment for state institutions together with incentives for private investment is necessary. Funding for provision of education, research activity and student support.
Priorities for Further and Higher Education by 2020

The four strategic objectives form the basis for policy development and further collaboration and consultations amongst all stakeholders in the sector in the coming decade. The NCHE recommends twelve priority areas for action by 2020.

Strategic priorities:

Attract more students and adults into further and higher education:
1) Attract more students to continue their studies after compulsory education into post secondary and university studies
2) Encourage students to undertake studies in areas relevant to Malta’s economic and social development
3) Attract foreign fee paying students to study in Malta in various fields of study and research
4) Adapt systems for adults seeking Life Long Learning opportunities

Ensure fair and open access to all students willing to further their studies:
5) Secure fair and equitable access to further and higher education with particular focus on vulnerable groups

Make Malta a centre of excellence in education and research:
6) Assure quality provision across all institutions and their programmes
7) Develop Malta’s Qualifications Framework and qualification recognition services
8) Increase the University of Malta’s research capacity
9) Facilitate and promote student and teacher mobility

Sustain public responsibility to secure an inclusive, qualitative and responsive education system:
10) Ensure responsive systems through adequate governance and funding policies
11) Maintain active participation and co-operation within Europe and Internationally
12) Develop and implement a long-term Investment Plan
Priority 1: Attract more students to continue their studies after compulsory education into post secondary and university studies

Attracting more students into further and higher education should be the mission of all the education system at large. The NCHE recommends two main targets under this priority:

- Attract 85% of students leaving school into post-secondary education (both general and vocational programmes) by 2015;
- Attract 35% of school leavers into higher education by 2020.

Following is an outline of the proposed actions.

1.1 Attract 85% of students leaving school into post-secondary education (both general and vocational programmes) by 2015

The objective of moving from the current 59% participation rate of 17 year olds in post-secondary education towards 85% by 2020 is crucial towards achieving the Lisbon target of reducing early school leavers to 10% by 2010.

The importance of reducing early school leavers is paramount. The economic and social consequences are very real, both for the individuals themselves and for society as a whole. School leavers who complete compulsory education and obtain the minimum or no qualifications face challenges in accessing the labour market later on in life. They are also less likely to participate in lifelong learning than other young people who continue their education and training.

Addressing early school leaving is also a fundamental contributing factor for social exclusion. Education levels affect both wages and employment opportunities and non-economic outcomes such as good health, longevity and successful parenting; contributes to inheritance of life chances across generations and social stratification; creates risks of benefits dependency and associated costs to society.

The benefits of addressing early school leavers include long-term savings in income transfer and public social programmes but also through the resulting increase in tax revenues, higher disposable incomes and levels of social cohesion. Participating in further education provides in the long run better educated parents who can support the learning of their children in the future and an adult population more inclined to lifelong learning.

Adults who have more initial education tend to participate more in later education. The implication is that it is much easier to get a student on a good educational trajectory at the outset than to rectify weaknesses at a later stage.

Those who leave mainstream education on completion of secondary level education may be doing so voluntarily or as a result of exclusion. An important distinction must be drawn between formal exclusion (temporary or permanent) and informal forms of exclusion, including truancy or treatment in the classroom that can result in early school leaving.

Early school leavers can therefore include:

- Positive leavers: they may have chosen to take up employment, an apprenticeship or alternative career path;
- Opportune leavers: they have not decided on a career path, but leave to take up a job, an apprenticeship or perhaps a relationship in preference to school;
- Would-be leavers, or ‘reluctant stayers’: they prefer to leave but lack opportunities beyond school;
- Circumstantial leavers: they are those who leave school for non-educational reasons, for example, family need;
- Discouraged leavers: they are those who have not had success in their schooling, and who have low levels of performance and interest;
- Alienated leavers: they are those whose needs may be similar to the discouraged students, but which are more difficult to meet.

(Restart: Project proposal for Community Action Programme 2005, pp 3-4)

The NCHE recommends a set of actions and measures related to this target, as follows:

a) Reform of secondary level education system

NCHE urges Government to implement the reforms necessary for the full establishment of Colleges in the compulsory education sector and to adopt and implement the recommendations presented in the review of the “Transition from Primary to Secondary Schools in Malta” presented in to the Minister of Education in September 2008.

The recommendations require immediate adoption and implementation, and should lead towards addressing the current imbalance of outcomes of state secondary schools contributing to early school leavers. All students need to attain the necessary skills and motivation to access post secondary level education.
b) Guidance and counselling services in secondary level education

Guidance services play a pivotal role in motivating students to pursue further education studies prior to entering the world of work.

In this regard, NCHE made recommendations in its “Skills for the Future” report for more professional guidance services using evidence-based research and providing information that is structured, reliable and timely.

NCHE also urges future tracer studies to explore the reasons for students to opt out of further education to inform future policy developments in this area.

c) Entry level programmes within Further education (NQF level 1 - 3)

The current lowest entry point into further education is either through NQF level 2 or higher level programmes offered by MCAST and ITS, or O’Level revision programmes offered by Giovanni Curmi higher secondary in Naxxar. All other further education institutions require better qualifications related to SEC results.

Students entering at the lowest entry levels, although offered a second chance to develop skills normally expected to be attained during the 11 years of compulsory education, often still find programmes being offered rather challenging as they lack the necessary basic skills. Before the reforms in compulsory education come into force and start having an effect, Malta will continue witnessing the current levels of early school leavers and drop out rates in initial phases of further education.

NCHE proposes a review of the portfolio of programmes offered by state institutions (MCAST, ITS, Giovanni Curmi and Sir M. Refalo higher secondary schools) to explore the possibility of offering programmes with an NQF level 1 entry requirement which can facilitate the transition of these students into post secondary level programmes.

This review should aim at developing programmes offered in the coming academic year and should be available for the coming five years until secondary education reforms start having their intended positive effects.

d) Review of existing Apprenticeship schemes (TAS and ESTS)

A high ratio of early school leavers seeks employment on completion of compulsory education at the age of 16. NCHE recommends a review of the current apprenticeship schemes currently available through the Employment and Training Corporation (ETC) and related to programmes available at ITS and MCAST, with a view of understanding how these schemes in collaboration with the business community can serve to enrol those of age 16-18 already in employment to attain post-secondary level skills (within part-time or full-time modalities) whilst working.

The potential of these schemes is underestimated and could possibly offer a partial solution to reach current school leavers to attain a post secondary qualification in the coming years.

e) Portability of student support to private sector at NQF levels 1-5

In a recent review of existing student support schemes, the NCHE identified the lack of portability of student support schemes to the private sector in NQF levels 1-5 (Student Maintenance Grants and Undergraduate scholarships within the MGSS scheme).

NCHE believes that after the necessary implementation of licensing and accreditation regulations for the private further education sector are in place, support should be extended to the private sector at these levels. This would increase private investment in education and training services, would lead to wider choices for students and more support in reaching the targets set.

f) Professional standards for vocations and trades

Many early school leavers can afford to enter various occupations and trades without the necessary skills due to lack of professional occupational standards. The development of such standards for waiters, chefs, electricians, plumbers, cashiers, etc. could usher a significant change in the outlook towards initial vocational education and training.

NCHE urges for a review of professional standards to be conducted by the Mata Qualifications Council in collaboration with all potential competent authorities and with education institutions to determine possible developments in this area.

g) Capacity of further education institutions

Chart 5.1 shows the impact of increasing participation rates from the current 59% in 2008 to 85% by 2015. The increase in terms of absolute numbers in population aged 17-18 will impact predominantly the vocational sector of further education up to 2015, and beyond that increase in participation rates will be compensated by declining population cohorts.

The general education sector will be able to sustain higher participation rates and targets without a major impact on capacity. These estimates assume that by 2015 the general education sector will increase participation rates from 38% in 2008 to 42% by 2015. This should sustain an increase in participation rates from 22% to 35% in higher education through better pass rates rather than growth in populations during the same period.
Assuming 85% of those aged between 16-18 and 30% of those aged between 19 and 21 pursue further education studies simultaneously, the absolute population would grow from slightly over 10,000 in 2008 to 13,000 by 2015, after which despite rates remaining constant, demographic effects would lead to a decline to 12,000 by 2020.

These estimates are presented to determine the potential impact on capacity and the necessary required in different segments of the sector to meet the targets set.

From the results it is clear that excluding the impact of adult participation (see potential impact on populations under priority 4), the sector that will absorb the growth in participation rates, possibly within more basic entry levels of further education will be MCAST and to a smaller extent the ITS.

The implementation of the MCAST Master Plan proposed in early 2008 is of vital importance to the long term growth of both youth as well as adult participation rates in further education and initial vocational education and training.

1.2 Attract 35% of school leavers into higher education by 2020

a) Teaching capacity of the University of Malta

The participation rate in tertiary education is a goal interlinked with outcomes of the system at a lower level. The target of reaching at least the average EU-27 rate of participation in tertiary level education will determine Malta ability to compete in knowledge-based sectors having the necessary critical mass in terms of highly qualified graduates in target market segments.

Chart 5.3 shows the overall impact of growth in participation rates on the University of Malta, should the participation rate of those aged between 18-21 increase from the current 4,973 (23%) to 5,800 (35%) by 2020. Due to demographic changes the impact is not substantial.
The challenge for higher participation rates will not be that of increasing physical capacity. Although some increase in capacity will need to be provided for, the main challenge for attracting more students into further and eventually higher education is that of providing more students with a high quality educational experience which leads them to meet the high standards required by the MATSEC system of examinations.

The NCHE urges government to address the recommendations of the report titled “MATSEC – Strengthening a National Examination System” submitted in 2005. Most of the feedback and recommendations made by the group at the time and recommendations made remain pertinent today.

Whilst the NCHE acknowledges that much more needs to be done in the quality of education at lower levels of education, it underscores the need to address the following points:

- Whilst understanding that the requirement for one sitting for Matriculation examinations has had a positive impact on attendance during the second year of studies, the NCHE urges for more research on alternative ways of assessing students possibly through phased coursework in a modular form in collaboration with schools, thus ensuring both regular attendance whilst reducing the concentration of exams in one single sitting. This could be combined with the recommendations for possible electronic examination systems which can be delivered simultaneously and in collaborations with schools;

- The second important review necessary is the adequacy of Intermediate level papers. The NCHE highlights the repeated concerns raised in this regard and urges the MATSEC Board to maintain vigilance on the level setting of papers and marking for this level;

- Consultations echoed the same findings as reported in 2005, that the current structure of examinations leads to excessive private lessons. Whilst not contrary to the provision of lessons to supplement mainstream education, the NCHE believes that attendance during regular hours of school should suffice for students to attain high pass rates – given that they apply themselves in their studies.

The current situation should draw attention towards either the quality of provision during regular hours in schools and sixth forms or the quality of examination papers being set.

- More needs to be done to encourage more students to attempt and pass SEC and Matriculation Certificate examinations, as pass rates are the main gateway for access to higher education.
Priority 2: Encourage students to undertake studies in areas relevant to Malta’s economic, cultural and social development

The second priority urges for all concerted efforts to attract more students into areas of study which lead to career opportunities that respond to future economic, cultural and social needs.

The NCHE recommends the following targets under this priority:

- Increase recruitment to scientific and technical studies by 10% over the next 10 years;
- Attract 30,000 more students and adults in areas identified as a national priority for development; and
- Develop a structured platform for business and education research and collaboration.

Following is an outline of the proposed actions.

2.1 Increase recruitment to scientific and technical studies by 10% by 2020

The largest proportion of enrolments in Bachelors, Masters and Doctoral programmes in Malta occurred in the field of ‘Social science, business and law’ which accounts for 37% of all students enrolled at these levels. Graduates in science related fields accounted for 16% of all students.

The largest concentration of Bachelors, Masters and Doctoral qualifications awarded in OECD countries are in the field of ‘Social sciences, business, law and services’ and accounts for 37% of all graduates. Another 25% graduate in the field of ‘Humanities, arts and education’. Graduates in science related fields account for another 25%.

Chart 5.4 shows that the number of Maths, Science and Technology graduates from the University of Malta more than doubled over the last 8 years from 700 in 2000 to 1,500 in 2008. A cross-country comparison of Malta vis-à-vis the EU-27 reveals that Malta has registered significant progress with a growth rate of just over 12% per annum over the period 2000-2006. The growth is primarily related to the increase in computing and ICT related studies.

Chart 5.4 - Growth rate (%) per year in Maths, Science and Technology student population
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Currently, most programmes offered in the fields of maths, science and technology are classified as prescribed for the purposes of the Student Maintenance Grant Scheme, to encourage students to pursue programmes in this field of study. Malta is making significant progress to achieve the EU benchmark for 2010 to increase in the number of tertiary graduates in Mathematics, science and technology by at least 15%.

Whilst this is positive, the choice to undertake science related studies cannot occur at a post-secondary or tertiary level solely on the basis of higher grants. Most students make their choices earlier, and this needs to be factored into the efforts of secondary schooling.

More than half of Maltese students in Doctoral programmes are preparing for a career in the field of Humanities and Arts (36%) and Social Science, business and law (22%). The number of Maltese students pursuing a career in Science and technology amounts to just under 24%.

The National Strategic plan for Research and Innovation 2007-2010 highlighted the following recommendations:

- the need for a 20-year science popularisation strategy to be drawn up in conjunction with the Ministry for Education NCHE support this recommendation (no. 47);
- sponsorship of competitions related to Science, Technology Design and Mathematics in schools (no. 48 and 49); and
- the need for conversion courses at the University of Malta to allow persons to convert from their original disciplines into SET disciplines, together with tilt in student support and scholarship schemes towards Science and Technology areas of study (no. 50 and 51).
NCHE endorses these recommendations and the recent launch of the Strategic Educational Pathway Scholarship Scheme (STEPS) which has created a strong incentive for post-graduate studies and research in Science and Technology related areas. The benefits of such initiatives will only be reaped if future research funding is aimed at projects which retain and attract back the best Maltese brains from overseas.

2.2 Attract 30,000 more students in areas as identified as a national priority for development

The NCHE report on “Skills for the Future” postulated scenarios of economic growth which reflect both government’s vision 2015 to focus on specific economic segments, as well as broad estimates of retirement and growth in different sectors which will by and large require newly skilled persons to meet their demands.

Table 5.5 shows the overall potential impact of the eight sectors identified as priority areas under Vision 2015. The report estimates that these eight sectors alone could contribute to the creation of around 30,000 jobs in the coming decade (taking into consideration both retirement and growth prospects).

Moreover the figures give an indication (which may be elaborated further by the sectors themselves) of those areas which students may be guided towards through better information, for their future training and education.

### TABLE 5.5: JOB CREATION POTENTIAL BY 2020 OF PRIORITY AREAS UNDER VISION 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SECTORS</th>
<th>JOB POTENTIAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOURISM</td>
<td>5,467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINANCIAL SERVICES</td>
<td>6,072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTH SERVICES</td>
<td>4,625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDUCATION SERVICES</td>
<td>4,331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNICATIONS AND IT</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANUFACTURING AND RELATED SERVICES</td>
<td>4,364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOZO AS AN ECOLOGICAL ISLAND</td>
<td>(N/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARINE</td>
<td>659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL JOB POTENTIAL</td>
<td>29,518</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: NCHE (2009)*

Moreover the report outlines the feedback from various sectoral representatives on the type of occupational and transversal skills employers are currently looking for in future employees. Whilst understanding the limitations in the reliability of these estimates due to constraints in the research capacity available on the subject, the NCHE believes that the report is a positive start towards addressing the need to develop more objective research on which to base guidance information for students to make intelligent choices.

The analysis highlights importance of developing programmes that address new specialisations required by various industries, and the important role of education institutions to balance the specific and generic skills and learning outcomes of their curricula.

2.3 Monitor emerging skills gaps, develop better foresight capacity and provide better guidance services to all students at all levels of education

In the same report on “Skills for the Future” the NCHE made several recommendations regarding the need to research and understand skills gaps.

These included the following:

- the need to undertake more research, provide better statistics and develop foresight capacity to identify trends and anticipate change;
- the need for more synergies between education, business and government development agencies;
- the importance of providing more professional development to guidance services in schools and in further education institutions;
- and the need to ensure an ongoing debate between education and business to ensure a more responsive education sector capable of addressing identified skills gaps.

The NCHE supports intention to develop more structured fora between education and business communities. The University of Malta has proposed the establishment of a University Business forum. Likewise MCAST have ongoing discussions with business representatives to address various links between business and vocational education.

NCHE shall support all initiatives that give structure to this dialogue and will continue to provide an overarching framework of consultation under the theme “Skills for the Future”, which shall serve to inform policy developments in this regard.
Priority 3: Attract foreign fee paying students to study in Malta in various fields of study and research

The third priority urges for a concerted effort to attract foreign students to study in Malta at a further and higher education level.

NCHE is endorsing the following Government target:

- attract 5,000 fee paying foreign students by 2020 in various fields of study and research.

It proposes the following main measures:

- Develop an external policy for F&HE and co-ordinate efforts of the sector with Malta’s international representation offices;
- Co-ordinate the entire necessary framework to ensure seamless access to education services for European and third country nationals.

Following is an outline of the measures in more detail.

3.1 Attract 5,000 fee paying foreign students by 2020 in various fields of study and research;

“Over the past three decades, the number of students enrolled outside their country of citizenship has risen dramatically, from 0.6 million worldwide in 1975 to 2.9 million in 2006, a more than fourfold increase. Growth in the internationalisation of tertiary education has accelerated during the past eleven years, mirroring the growing globalisation of economies and societies.” (Education at a Glance 2008, OECD pg. 352)

These developments offer Malta an unprecedented opportunity to develop cost-efficient education provision at a larger scale, and to generate alternative sources of income to supplement the financial pressures on public funding.

Attracting foreign students can also be linked towards attracting students in areas of skills mismatch with under demand from local students.

NCHE recommend the following measures:

- Assist higher education institutions to develop a portfolio of programmes that appeal to target international students;
- Support the UoM in its drive to offer more Joint Degree programmes with other leading international universities;
- Finance the development of a University Student residence facility to operate on a long term commercial basis;
- Upgrade facilities on campus including language support, reception, student’s house, sports, transport and library services necessary for positioning Malta as a centre of excellence;

- Develop a framework to allow access to similar students as part of an incentive system for approved private education institutions.

3.2 Develop an external policy for F&HE and co-ordinate efforts of the sector with Malta’s international representation offices;

More can be done on an international level to create the awareness of this long term strategic thrust, as follows:

- Promote networking and market research to identify the demand for niche education programmes and investment;
- Increase the visibility of Malta’s F&HE sector around the world by participating in EU programmes and attending international education fairs;
- Strengthen relations with target countries in Asia, Africa and the Middle East to ensure recognition of Maltese qualifications and make Malta’s education more attractive;
- Fully exploit EU mobility programmes, such as Grundtvig, Erasmus and Erasmus Mundus, aimed at promoting student and staff exchanges and work placements across Europe;
- Develop joint initiatives between NCHE, Malta Enterprise and other sectoral government development agencies, to attract Transnational education and research projects to Malta;
- Encourage F&HE institutions to develop links with overseas alumni to promote Malta’s F&HE sector.

3.4 Co-ordinate the entire necessary framework to ensure seamless access to education services for European and third country nationals;

In as long as Malta cannot charge tuition fees to EU students, this thrust addresses markets outside the EU. In many instances incoming students will require entry visas.

- Better systems to provide quicker and smoother case processing for foreign applicants in terms of entry visas and residency issues for foreign students seeking to study in Malta should be developed.
Priority 4: Adapt systems for adults seeking Life Long Learning opportunities

The fourth priority relates to the need for further and higher education to articulate their role in addressing the needs for adult education, training and re-training.

The NCHE recommends the following actions for this priority:

- Provide 4% of adults between 24 and 64 year of age with life long learning opportunities in F&HE by 2020
- Develop an F&HE Life Long Learning strategy 2020 by 2010
- Develop a sustainable portfolio of evening and continuous professional development programmes

Following is an outline of the proposed actions.

4.1 Provide 4% of adults between 22 and 64 year of age with life long learning opportunities in F&HE by 2020;

Currently F&HE provide 2% of the adult population between 24 and 64 with education and training opportunities. In total 6% of the adult population was in education and training as measured by the life long learning structural indicator for Malta in 2008.

In line with efforts in other sectors of VET, further and higher education will aim to provide 4% of adults aged between 24 and 64 with learning and training opportunities within the sectors.

Chart 5.6 shows the overall increase in adults participation in further and higher education from 5,810 (2%) in 2008 to 12,897 (4%) by 2020.

By 2020, approximately 60% of adult learners will be participating in evening classes or in part-time modalities within the respective sectors.

4.2 Develop an F&HE Life Long Learning strategy 2020 by 2010;

Recognising the need to develop a structured commitment towards lifelong learning within further and higher education, the NCHE recommends the development of a strategy in line with the European Universities Charter for Life Long Learning as referred to in the communiqué of the European Ministers for vocational education and training, in Bordeaux, in November 2008 during their review of the Copenhagen process.

Similar to the Charter, this strategy will define the respective roles and contributions of further and higher education institutions in addressing the development and implementation of lifelong learning in Malta. It should also outline the necessary commitments by Government and other partners primarily the business community, in order to transform Malta into a knowledge-based economy and centre of excellence in target areas.
4.3 Develop a sustainable portfolio of evening and continuous professional development programmes;

Potential growth in the part time sector of further and higher education could be income generating. Education institutions require full autonomy in determining fees for part time courses which ensure full recovery of cost and potentially some margin of profitability to compensate for new programmes that might not succeed in breaking even.

Governments should assist those who cannot afford such fees through a system of bursaries rather than direct control of fee levels.

Flexible and transparent learning systems need to be in place for adult learners to access and succeed in education and initial vocational training in all its different forms. It is the prime responsibility of education institutions to ensure that their educational programmes are of high quality.

Institutions on the other hand need to acknowledge the diversity of individual learner needs and therefore their responsibility to adapt programmes and ensure the development of appropriate learning outcomes in a learner-centred perspective.

Institutions need to be at the forefront of promoting wider participation and continuing education.
Priority 5: Secure fair and equitable access to further and higher education with particular focus on vulnerable groups

The fifth priority relates to the need for Government to sustain its support to students and adults, securing fair and equitable access to further and higher education.

The NCHE recommends the following actions for this priority:

- Secure fair and equitable access to all Maltese students willing to pursue studies at a further and higher education level in a state or private institution in Malta;
- Sustain student support schemes;
- Ensure in particular that support systems are in place for vulnerable groups, particularly people with disabilities, people with learning difficulties and ethnic minorities.

Following is an outline of the proposed actions.

5.1 Secure fair and equitable access to all Maltese students willing to pursue studies at a further and higher education level in a state or private institution in Malta;

In response to the educational challenges outlined in Chapter 2 above, more focus should be given to those parts of the system were equity problems arise: whether they are related to income constraints faced by families and insufficient student support, inequity of opportunities at the school level, and admissions and progression issues.

The NCHE urges for current reforms within the education sector to place lowering of early school leavers through higher attainment levels of identified school sectors as a primary objective.

The main reason for inequitable access to further and higher education is directly linked to the fact that people from certain disadvantaged backgrounds do not attain the necessary knowledge and skills at an early stage, which lead to successful progression.

Policy intervention at much earlier educational levels is necessary more effective to address equity in further and higher education. The current proposals of limiting early selection, improving quality in a consistent manner across all schools, and providing systematic help to those who fall behind at school are considered essential and urgent.

5.2 Secure fair and equitable access to all Maltese students willing to pursue studies at a further and higher education level in a state or private institution in Malta;

Student Maintenance Grants and similarly the MGSS UG scheme aim to encourage and assist students to continue their studies beyond the compulsory school age of 15. They reduce the financial burden on parents as a result of prolonged years of study and also bridge the gap between the income of a student and the forgone income from alternative work opportunities.

Post graduate scholarship schemes such as MGSS PG and STEPS have the following objectives to:

- assist exceptional students to pursue further levels of academic research;
- encourage and promote more student participation at a postgraduate level of academic research, both locally and internationally;
- contribute towards research in identified areas of national priority;
- increase the capacity and level of research, innovation and development activity in Malta;
- increase student choice of degrees and institutions.

In 2009 the Minister for Education requested from the NCHE a review of all current student support schemes, with a view of identifying gaps across the systems for coverage of students under specific circumstances or special needs. The review also focused on the implications of EU case law in relation to the different schemes in place.

The NCHE recommended the following measures to be taken in terms of student support for those following FE studies at NQF Levels 1-5:

- Harmonise all grants for all students at these levels of education under the SMG scheme (Maltese students in state, private or foreign (EU) institutions);
- Transform the SMG Scheme to relate to the level of education rather the name of the institution being attended, and develop criteria to determine which programmes offered by various institutions become eligible similar to those adopted under the current MGSS UG scheme;
  - Empower the SMG Board to evaluate the types of programmes offered by private or foreign institutions on the basis of formal recognition and equivalence (as verified by the Malta QRIC);
  - Vary grants by NQF level not type of institution.

• Subject to adequate licensing, accreditation and external quality assurance systems in place, extend portability of SMGs to students in the private sector following programmes at NQF Levels 1-6 rather than the present capping on level 6 only;

• Develop a common approach across all sectors to deal with the following aspects:
  – course switching, repetition within the same course, repetition of the same level and unsatisfactory progress or attendance;
  – eligibility in terms of citizenship, residence status, for Maltese, EU, 3rd Country nationals and Refugees;
  – supplementary assistance, special needs and contingencies.

• Consider extending the “tilt” effect for science and technology right through all NQF levels not just at NQF level 6.

• Review the ESTS and TAS schemes as potential schemes that can better address the vocational aspect of MQF Level 1-5 vocational programmes, towards making work experience an option for students in the same framework as Erasmus made student exchange and mobility an option at the higher level of education.

The NCHE has reviewed the financial impact of increased participation rates on student support schemes. Chart 5.7 shows the growth of support from approx. €22 million in 2008 to €23.5 million by 2020 peaking at around €24.5 million in 2017.

5.3 Ensure in particular that support systems are in place for vulnerable groups, particularly people with disabilities, and people with learning difficulties;

In its review of the current support schemes, the NCHE recommended the use of the intended contingency fund contemplated under the SMG Regulations to be utilised in assisting persons with particular circumstances requiring additional financial support. These could include persons with disabilities requiring particular equipment, support, or other assistance on a case by case basis.

Another dimension of special needs is addressed by the Supplementary grants within the SMG Scheme, which is a top up to the standard grants on a means tested basis. This takes into consideration the number of children in one family unit, and the joint parental income of the student.

Similar allowances are also in place within Scholarship schemes for post graduate scholars, in instances were the spouse accompanies the scholar abroad during long-term study periods or in cases were scholar has children.

Future scholarship schemes should also take into consideration specific disabilities and allow for those persons suffering from a disability the possibility of choosing distance learning programmes which should be considered at par with applications for full-time programmes.

More needs to be done and the NCHE will be incorporating this dimension in its annual statistical survey to inform policy about the necessary scale and type of special needs being met in further and higher education institutions.

CHART 5.7 - FINANCIAL FORECAST FOR STUDENTS SUPPORT SCHEMES [SMG, MGSS (UG), TAS, ESTS] - (2008-2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Student support (Further education)</th>
<th>Student support (Higher education)</th>
<th>Total student support (NQF 1-6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>10,429,345</td>
<td>11,407,244</td>
<td>21,836,589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>12,388,446</td>
<td>11,759,638</td>
<td>24,148,084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>11,659,551</td>
<td>11,768,408</td>
<td>23,427,959</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Priority 6: Assure quality provision across all institutions and their programmes

The sixth priority calls for implementation of a new licensing, accreditation and quality assurance framework to assure quality provision across all institutions and their programmes in Malta.

The NCHE recommends the following actions for this priority:

• Promote excellence in further and higher education and in research by creating a quality culture across the sector;
• Establish a quality assurance agency and provide for independent evaluation;
• Monitor the performance and quality of outcome of all private provision offered in and from Malta and safeguard quality standards.

In line with the recommendations presented in March 2008 and the consultations held with all stakeholders, the NCHE recommends immediate implementation of a new regulation framework which takes into account the need for the following dimensions.


On a European level Malta is committed within the Bologna Process to developing a quality assurance system and has agreed to the ESG. 41 countries participating in the Bologna Process have a national quality assurance body. Malta is expected to be part of this process in the near future.

6.1 Promote excellence in further and higher education and in research by creating a quality culture across the sector;

For any quality assurance system to serve its purpose the first step is to ensure that institutions assume their responsibility for providing quality education and for having adequate quality assurance systems within to be able to evidence this externally.

The quality assurance framework aims to foster a ‘quality culture’, to improve the quality of education offered to students, to provide a means of accountability for the use of public funds, and make available reliable information about the quality of providers and their programmes to students, employers and the public.

• More emphasis on developing internal quality assurance systems is required to form the basis of future external evaluations;
• NCHE recommends that institutions review ESG standards for Internal Quality Assurance and develop the necessary training and capacity to implement the necessary process in advance of an external quality audit;
• All external quality audits are based on the assumption that an adequate internal quality assurance system exists and can be relied upon as part of the overall quality assurance process – an internalised ‘quality culture’ will always need to be the basis of any effective system of quality control;
• Internal quality assurance systems should be in place for a target external review completed by latest 2015 for all major further and higher education institutions in Malta.

6.2 Establish a quality assurance agency and provide for independent evaluation;

The need for a quality assurance agency in charge of external evaluations to be independent of education institutions, and have trust in their internal quality assurance processes has been articulated sufficiently.

The NCHE calls for the adoption of new regulations on Licensing, Accreditation and Quality Assurance based on its recommendations submitted in March 2008.

Following the adoption of such regulations, the appropriate accreditation set-up is to be established, and experts required for future accreditation and quality assurance decisions identified, approached and engaged. The NCHE recommends that the NCHE jointly with the Malta Qualifications Council (MQC) act in unison for the purposes of Licensing, Accreditation and Quality Assurance of all institutions and programmes.

Membership within the European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA), the European Network on Quality Assurance in VET (ENQA-VET) and the European Quality Assurance Register for Higher Education (EQAR) will be necessary for these agencies.

A specialised unit is required in order to support the work of the licensing authority and accreditation agency functions. Approval of funds for major state institutions to conduct the necessary internal reforms and develop their internal quality assurance systems is necessary, as well as their ability to afford external quality assurance.

In order to help providers of further and higher education understand the full implications of the new licensing, accreditation and quality assurance framework, a programme of support and information is to be organised which will serve to inform providers on the process to be adopted, and also to clarify queries.
The accreditation set-up will develop the adequate capacity to help providers of further or higher education to build their own internal quality assurance processes and issue guidelines, communicate and help providers to plan for eventual external accreditation and review.

All state institutions should undertake external quality evaluations and accreditation decisions should be completed by not later than 2015.

Budget commitment is necessary over the first 5 years to cover the development of internal quality assurance systems as well as the establishment of an external quality assurance agency.

Students play an important role in quality assurance and should be involved within all aspects of quality assurance.

6.3 Monitor the performance and quality of outcome of all private provision offered in and from Malta and safeguard quality standards;

There is growing interest by private providers to invest in further and higher education in Malta. Such investment requires a better framework than the current legal requirement of a licence to operate as a school.

Under the proposed framework, private institutions may seek accreditation under different classifications, which authorise such entities to deliver approved and recognised programmes.

The outcomes of external audits will form the basis of formal accreditation, licensing and recognition of qualifications awarded in or from Malta.

The framework will prove beneficial to students seeking to have their qualifications recognised, to local and foreign providers operating in Malta and to providers offering home-grown programmes overseas. It ensures that the Malta’s reputation for excellent further and higher education provision is safeguarded and that investment in quality private provision is an integral part of a strategy to increase further and higher education activity in the future.
Priority 7: Develop Malta's Qualifications Framework and qualification recognition services

The seventh priority calls for the implementation of the Malta Qualifications Framework (MQF) to classify and map the level of different qualifications awarded in Malta and use this tool to map foreign qualifications.

The NCHE recommends the following actions for this priority:

- Develop the Malta Qualifications Framework (MQF) to describe the levels of different qualifications, based on standards of knowledge, skills, competences and attitudes to be acquired by learners;
- Use the European Qualifications Framework as a reference tool to compare Malta’s qualifications to the different qualifications systems in Europe;
- Encourage the use of learning outcomes to define and describe qualifications, and promote the validation of non-formal and informal learning;
- Promote the participation of all relevant stakeholders - higher education and vocational education and training institutions, social partners, sectors and experts on the comparison and use of qualifications;
- Facilitate the recognition of qualifications granted in foreign countries to Maltese students, or the recognition of qualifications awarded in Malta to foreign students or Maltese seeking to use such qualifications abroad, through the Malta Qualifications Recognition and Information Centre (MQRIC) and ensure its active participation within the ENIC/NARIC networks to provide assessments in a fair manner and in a reasonable time.

In line with the proposals of the Malta Qualifications Council working documents, the NCHE is proposing its recommendations and feedback. Following is an outline of the proposed actions.

7.1 Develop the Malta Qualifications Framework (MQF) to describe the levels of different qualifications, based on standards of knowledge, skills, competences and attitudes to be acquired by learners;

Currently the 8-level MQF provides information on the level of education and its associated outcomes, clarity on pathways and potential routes for progression. The NCHE calls for all institutions to start mapping their qualifications to the MQF.

This mapping should follow the standards of knowledge, skills, competences and attitudes to be acquired by learners according to level descriptors. Protocols are being signed between the different education institutions and the Malta Qualifications Council.

7.2 Use the European Qualifications Framework as a reference tool to compare Malta’s qualifications to the different qualifications systems in Europe;

The European Qualifications Framework (EQF) is the result of collaboration within the Bologna and Copenhagen processes. The frameworks of both these processes provide countries with an overarching platform map their educational systems to the wider world.

The EQF is a framework developed by the EU within the LLL work programme and relates to eight qualifications levels, whereas the EHEA Qualifications Framework (EHEA-QF) developed within Bologna provides for a three cycle system for higher education degrees.

In the align course of implementing the MQF, efforts need to be made to align both frameworks and avoid unnecessary duplication of mapping and referencing.

The 8-level EQF provides a common reference tool for the translation, recognition and transferability of qualifications amongst EU member states. The 8-level framework of the MQF has been benchmarked to the EQF. Thus, Malta’s qualifications are aligned to those of other European member states.

The NCHE recommends that for new qualification certificates, diplomas and ‘Europass’ documents issued by competent authorities should contain a clear reference, by way of referencing to the MQF, to the appropriate EQF level.

7.3 Encourage the use of learning outcomes to define and describe qualifications, and promote the validation of non-formal and informal learning;

An approach based on learning outcomes defined in terms of knowledge, skills and competences should be used to define and describe qualifications. This approach parts from a purely input-based approach (based on duration and teaching methods) and focuses on what an individual holding a particular qualification actually knows and is able to do.

F&HE intuitions should implement learning outcome methodology in their respective curricula and qualifications. To this end the NCHE recommends that the Bologna Expert Group in collaboration and support of the European Union Programmes Agency (EUPA), implement a more extensive training programme for academic staff within University of Malta, and urge the University of Malta to develop a joint project with other Universities that have implemented learning outcomes successfully and are willing to share best practices in this regard.
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Similar initiatives should be developed in the further education sector under the co-ordination of the MQC.

The validation of non-formal and informal learning through certification and level rating within the MQF is encouraged since this provides an added value to the employment sector in Malta. The process of validation should be done by MQC in collaboration with further and higher education institutions, particularly the vocational sector. MQC should undertake research and provide recommendations with regards to the most appropriate model for the validation of non-formal and informal learning in Malta which will contribute to broadening the range of learning outcomes.

7.4 Promote the participation of all relevant stakeholders - higher education and vocational education and training institutions, social partners, sectors and experts on the comparison and use of qualifications;

Stakeholders involved in the comparison and use of qualifications include individual learners, business and voluntary organizations, the education sector, national policy makers on lifelong learning and European policy makers.

More structured relationships must be ensured between industry and education institutions in Malta whereby educational institutions are to be responsible for competences and learning outcomes whilst industry should be responsible to set occupational standards. Both sectors should work simultaneously.

7.5 Facilitate the recognition of qualifications granted in foreign countries to Maltese students, or the recognition of qualifications awarded in Malta to foreign students or Maltese seeking to use such qualifications abroad, through the Malta Qualifications Recognition and Information Centre (MQRIC) and ensure its active participation within the ENIC/NARIC networks to provide assessments in a fair manner and in a reasonable time;

The service provided by MQRIC is deemed very important in the recognition of qualifications. This Centre should be further strengthened in terms of capacity to handle the growing number of requests within reasonable time frames. Malta’s participation in the ENIC/NARIC network which is the gateway to recognition of academic and professional qualifications should also be ensured.
Priority 8: Increase the University of Malta’s research capacity

The eight priority calls for structural improvements of the University of Malta’s research capacity as the main driver of local research activity.

The NCHE recommends the following actions for this priority:

- Develop the capacity of the University of Malta to undertake research in a broad range of areas of strategic national priority;
- Attract promising graduates into a research career;
- Ensure that quality of research reaches international standards of excellence.

The NCHE proposes the following actions under this priority:

8.1 Develop the capacity of the University of Malta to undertake research in areas of strategic national priority;

When addressing the mission of University, Government should pay attention to the multiple roles it has. Beyond the direct economic benefits of tertiary education – derived through the effects of human resource development, R&D and knowledge diffusion on technological innovation – the University of Malta supports many fields of knowledge and research that have no initial economic role to speak of, yet an enormous social and cultural significance. Protecting and fostering such fields, especially during times of financial restrain, is an increasingly urgent policy challenge.

The National Strategic Plan for Research and Innovation 2007–2010 (NSRI) adopted by the Malta Council for Science and Technology (MCST), urged for the placement of research and innovation at the heart of the Maltese economy to support value-added growth and wealth. The strategy highlighted that by and large the establishment of an R&I framework had been neglected.

The strategy made a series of recommendations, in particular related to the key role of the University of Malta to support research and innovation. The research capacity of the University of Malta practically underpins the entire strategy and determines the chances of success in reaching the goals set.

The NSRI presented the main priority areas in Science and Technology R&D as Health, Biotechnology, ICT, Energy, Tourism and hi-tech engineering. The second level of priority areas identified include water, transport, environment, marine, agriculture and masonry.

NCHE believes that in addition to Science and Technology related R&D, potential exists in areas related to humanities and social sciences, which could have significant value added impacts on economic and social well being in Malta.

The NCHE reconfirms the objectives set in the NSRI in particular the recommendations that call for the need to invest in the necessary resources and critical mass required for the University to undertake research in identified areas of strategic importance. It argues that a strong Research Fund is a pre-requisite and inseparable condition for a high quality teaching institution in the future, and whilst calling for Government to assume the public responsibility for funding basic research, business and EU programme funding should be sought to compliment this effort.

NCHE is aware that some initial actions are giving signs of an exciting future for research activity. The outstanding performance of the University of Malta under the Sixth and Seventh Framework Programmes indicates the ability of Malta to develop innovative and exciting breakthroughs despite the various limitations it faces in this area.

NCHE recommends that a strong public commitment is made to research and a thorough review is conducted by the University of Malta to identify the necessary funding for research infrastructure, instruments and equipment required for the University to respond effectively to identified national research priorities. This should include both the resources of the tertiary education system with respect to its teaching, routine research and knowledge storage functions (including a structural investment in the Library resources available), and the more specialised scientific facilities required by certain research projects undertaken with industry.

Large science facilities are increasingly transnational in funding and operation, and this imposes a need for collaborative policies across countries. The increasing internationalisation of R&D presents significant opportunities for Malta to be part of international consortia.

The University of Malta currently makes use of two types of funds for research – direct public expenditure for internal research projects which amounts to approx. €0.82 million (LM 0.35 million) per annum, and EU funds which such as FP7 funds (available for 2007 to 2013).

The current expenditure on R&D carried out by the UoM amounts to 0.08% of GDP. The budget for basic research and research capacity is very limited despite its significant potential to leverage EU funding.

EU funded projects can typically range from €200 – 600 thousand (depending on the type of project). For an average project worth €400,000, the University of Malta could attract €380,000 from
EU funds for every €60,000 of net government funding to the UoM. Such social returns to investment are unseen in any other area of public investment to date. According to NCHE estimates, the University has the potential of attracting at least €20 million over 6 years through net co-financing of €3 million (initially spending €8 million of which €5 million are recoverable through Income and value added taxes).

The UoM has the capacity to attract and generate such multiplier effects in research if a 6 year commitment can be made. No similar economic and social returns on investment (+600%) exist in any other venture funding initiative known to Government to date.

8.2 Attract promising graduates into a research career;

Part of the strategy to develop the University’s research capacity is the ability to attract promising graduates into research careers. This in part is linked intrinsically with expansion of tertiary education career opportunities, and although a significant increase in part-time work is being witnessed, more full-time posts would be necessary to sustain the development of R&D and to make the career path more attractive. The NCHE notes positively the recent outcomes of the collective agreement which ensure that salaries remain commensurate with other professions.

Developing researchers takes time. The successful match between supply and demand for researchers depends on a flexible and rapid response from University as well as incentives for mobility. Science and Technology graduates are a crucial for R&D, persons with technical skills and vocational training are also a central part of the research and innovation system. Innovating firms are not necessarily engaged in the development of radical, new to the world goods, services or processes, therefore many innovation activities are a key function of vocationally trained individuals.

The recent Malta Government Scholarship Schemes (MGSS) and Strategic Educational Scholarship Schemes (STEPS) launched by the Ministry for Education, Culture, Youth and Sport, are an important incentive to attract more graduates into post graduate studies. The important ‘tilt’ factor inbuilt in the STEPS scheme for Science and Technology related areas is a positive response to recommendations made within the NSRI.

Whilst portability of grants under these schemes encourages mobility and contributes towards addressing skills mismatches and areas of specialisation not covered by programmes available locally, the main challenge for Government in the coming years is the follow up of the Alumni of such schemes in a proactive manner to ensure that the best brains are attracted back and engaged in vibrant research and innovation activities in Malta.

8.3 Ensure that quality of research reaches international standards of excellence;

NCHE in collaboration with MCST participated in a CREST Working Group (WG) on “mutual learning on approaches to improve the excellence of research in universities”.

The report highlights the importance of the following instruments:

- Capacity building, focusing on the setting-up, updating and development of infrastructures, young researchers and career development
- Competitive research stimulated by a framework of autonomy and competition in a bottom-up approach, based on incentives, quality management systems, evaluation and peer review
- Prioritization of research groups and fields, promoting the setting-up of elite segments to achieve world-class excellence through policies ensuring the promotion of excellent research groups and the stimulation of network structures.

NCHE urges for more strategic focus, prioritisation and long term planning in R&D policies related to the UoM, linked to national strategies and backed up by committed public funding. NCHE further recommends that new funding systems linked to fiscal incentives should be developed to compliment this area of activity within the higher education sector.
Priority 9: Facilitate and promote student and teacher mobility

“… The global battle for talent has reached fever pitch. The winners of this battle will be countries with a whole-hearted, serious and professional approach. The losers will have a half-hearted, tentative approach, with a “nice-to-do” rather than “need-to-do” view of internationalisation.

The “whole-hearted” approach is led politically with the government setting the pace for national internationalisation efforts so that the political/administrative system and institutions work together, create synergy through coordinated efforts and, equally importantly, ensure the public investment necessary to realise the strategy.

The “half-hearted” approach means that internationalisation efforts are primarily at institution level. Some institutions will have a formal strategy laid down by management, while others will benefit from enthusiastic individuals who create international contacts on behalf of their institution. There is only limited political leadership, with inadequate and short-sighted public investment.”

Akademikernes Centralorganisation Sekretariatet – 23.05.07

Mobility is fast becoming a critical aspect of any students’ or academics’ personal development, career goals and employability potential. It is also an increasingly important factor in educational policies.

The NCHE recommends the following actions for this priority:

- Sustain foreign language learning and maintain the high level of English language proficiency in students;
- Encourage higher participation in European and international mobility programmes for students and staff such as Erasmus, Erasmus Mundus, Grundtvig and other sponsorship programmes available;
- Increase portability of local student support schemes to those students choosing to pursue studies in other EU states;
- Strengthen European co-operation on the development of initiatives for mutual exchange of students, staff and researchers.

Following are the proposed actions under this priority:

9.1 Sustain foreign language learning and maintain the high level of English language proficiency in students;

- Provide for more language support to those students willing to attend programmes in a foreign language;
- Sustain high levels of English language proficiency at early stages of education and promote further the learning of other foreign languages at all levels of education.

9.2 Encourage higher participation in European and international mobility programmes for students and staff such as Erasmus, Erasmus Mundus, Grundtvig and other sponsorship programmes available;

- Malta should sustain its efforts to secure funding for current EU mobility programmes to sustain its mobility targets;
- Malta should take measures to ensure that the tools and instruments are available to ensure that the envisaged European target of having 20% of graduates mobile by 2020 is reached;
- Increase efforts and undertake campaigns to promote the benefits of mobility to further and higher education students;
- Increase the number of structured mobility windows in programmes, during which students are encouraged and able to spend time abroad;
- The best champions for promoting mobility are academic staff members who benefit from mobility themselves. Opportunities for staff mobility should be sustained;
- Provide for the integration of foreign students studying in Malta, with the provision of language and cultural support.
9.3 Increase portability of local student support schemes to those students choosing to pursue studies in other EU states;

- Sustain the portability of Student Maintenance Grants during the time when Maltese students are attending foreign universities within exchange programmes;
- Sustain the current policy of portable Scholarships under the Malta Government Scholarship schemes and the STEPS Scheme to students following graduate or postgraduate studies in foreign universities;
- Maintain the additional support provided through the APS Youth Specialisation Scheme, providing subsidised loan finance for those students require financial loans to complete their studies;
- Provide more information on scholarships and reception programmes available internationally to Maltese citizens, through the NCHE.

9.4 Strengthen European co-operation on the development of initiatives for mutual exchange of students, staff and researchers.

- Consolidate efforts to promote Malta as an education destination under the branding of “Study in Malta” as a stand alone initiative as well as within the EU’s Study In Europe Campaign;
- Increase awareness of Maltese Embassies and develop stronger links with international networks;
- Continue developing the NCHE web portal to provide an overview of all recognised Maltese further and higher education institutions and programmes, and which provides information about the practicalities to be dealt with before starting a programme (e.g. legal considerations prior to travel, general information, etc.).
Priority 10: Ensure responsive systems through adequate governance and funding policies

“Institutions are likely to be more effective in achieving their mission if they benefit from ample autonomy in the area of human resource management, e.g. with faculty and staff being formal employees of institutions, institutions having broad discretion over the setting of academic salaries, the freedom to create academic positions in line with their strategy, the ability to determine the career structures which reflect the distinct roles academics play within them (including the balance between teaching and research), and the design of promotion, assessment and professional development strategies.

In this context of ample autonomy over the management of human resources, the role of national legislation should focus on principles rather than specific processes. The transparency of staff appointment, promotion and performance appraisal processes should be given particular attention, e.g. principle of open competition for positions, selection on the basis of merit, external assessors for senior positions.” (Tertiary Education for the Knowledge Society, OECD 2008)

NCHE acknowledges the importance of governance and funding systems in defining the accountability for use of public funds, determining the quality of educational outcomes and the responsiveness of the system to social and economic realities.

The following actions are recommended for this priority:

- Establish common principles, objectives, and guidelines for more proactive governing structures within the state further education sector;
- Orient the internal governance system of the University of Malta towards more strategic planning, professional governance and internal accountability;
- Review funding systems – the adequacy of public funding, the extent to which institutions can generate other sources of income and the efficiency with which funds can be utilised for timely responses;
- Promote Malta as a destination for investment in educational services for international markets.

Following are the proposed actions under this priority:

10.1 Establish common principles, objectives, and guidelines for streamlined governing structures within the state further education sector;

Currently the state further education sector is fragmented in terms of different models of governance and accountability. Giovanni Curmi and Sir M. Refalo higher secondary schools are under the remit of the Directorate for Educational Services within the Ministry for Education, Culture, Youth and Sport, the Junior College part of the University of Malta, whilst MCAST and ITS are both governed by appointed boards. All institutions have a principal, Sir M. Refalo of Gozo also falls under the joint responsibility of the Ministry for Gozo, whilst the Junior College has a Governing Board which however is subject to the University Council in terms of overall and final approvals.

NCHE recommends a more streamlined approach to ensure more consistent models of governance across the sector. Reforms in governance should ensure that a common set of principles are developed for all state further education institutions. These could include the requirement for all institutions to be governed by a “governing board” whose function is to define and promote the mission of that particular institution, to outline the strategic plans and financial requirements of that institution and to direct the executive of these institutions in terms of strategic decisions required.

The governing boards will also take an active role in ensuring the effective implementation of internal quality assurance systems and in conjunction with the executive management of these institutions, collaborate and respond to recommendations of external quality assurance processes. This does not preclude the possibility of having different institutions remaining attached to different competent authorities under the present situation, however ensures that principles receive the necessary focus, direction and support in terms of governance from boards that are more focused and vigilant on the specific mission of these key institutions.

Reforms also need to ensure that further education institutions also have the flexibility of developing the necessary teaching and staff development conditions that are fit for purpose. Conditions cannot be transposed from either secondary level education or tertiary level education – the system needs to have the flexibility and the chance to develop conditions that address the growing demands on high quality further education in its diverse forms (academic education for high achievers, second chance academic opportunities, vocational and technical training, and support for special needs).

10.2 Shift the internal governance system of the University of Malta towards more strategic planning, professional governance and internal accountability;

A review of the internal governance structure of the University of Malta is necessary.

NCHE believes that the primary role of the University Council as the supreme governing body should be that of developing the
strategic priorities and ensuring its relevance and responsiveness to national economic, social and cultural needs. It should shift from the current management of the University to the management of change – change outside the walls of the University and strategic changes necessary within.

The NCHE recommends the following:

- Council members responsible for the governance of the University of Malta require professional development through a programme of regular workshops with peer governors of reputable Universities, to exchange best practices;
- Council should have the power to organise its functions through the establishment of sub committees to which specific functions can be delegated either through its statutes or in certain instances by requirements entrenched within the Education Act;
- Council would benefit from the appointment of external stakeholders on sub committees who can lend the University expertise and impartiality in certain areas of important decision making. To this end, NCHE recommends that the Rector be empowered to nominate external experts within specific sub committees and for Council to approve such nominations to assist in its governing functions as appropriate;
- Furthermore, the NCHE recommends a review of the current accountability structure for senior appointments with an emphasis being placed on a rigorous and transparent selection process. This should lead to more accountability towards achieving the objectives set by Council.

Functions of Council that would benefit from the proposed sub committee structure include:

- Human resource management: staff appointments, promotion, dismissal, incentives for academic career structure and working conditions;
- Resource planning and management: decisions relating to University assets, endowments and companies;
- Finance: decisions relating to revenue generation, borrowing of funds, allocation of funds in relation with the approved strategic objectives set by Council, tuition fee setting and other considerations related to managing collaborative agreements or competitive measures on an international level;
- Quality assurance: decisions related to internal quality assurance systems and processes, technical reviews of quality assurance findings, and review of necessary decisions related to external quality assurance recommendations;
- Research priorities: develop the research capacity of the University, focusing on its existing strengths, developments in Maltese industry and emerging areas of opportunity in Europe and worldwide.

10.3 Review funding systems – the adequacy of public funding, the extent to which institutions can generate other sources of income and the efficiency with which funds can be utilised for timely responses;

The NCHE believes more transparent long-term financial planning is required to reach the targets set by Government in this sector.

In particular, funding systems should take into account the following:

- Annual budgetary allocations should be determined in relation to increasing participation rates and quality improvements necessary within education institutions;
- University funding for research should be determined in relation to R&D targets, long term capacity requirements;
- Co-financing opportunities available within EU programmes
- Allow education institutions more discretion to review tuition fees to ensure full cost recovery of their part-time programmes, and in the case of the University of all its post-graduate programmes, and ensure fair access opportunities through grants or scholarships – suppression of tuition fees without adequate subsidies jeopardises quality and viability of educational offers in these sectors over the long term;
- Tax incentives for private donations towards supporting teaching and research activities should be implemented – this could assist institutions develop a Trust Fund through donations from business or alumni to finance additional research or teaching activities;

Whilst the potential funding requirements for this strategy are outlined in the investment plan proposed hereunder, the NCHE recommend an improved practice in the determination of budgets for educational institutions. The NCHE shall establish a funding committee to consult with institutions and determine the adequacy of funding commensurate to the numbers of students, the necessary level of resources, quality and infrastructural developments, and the attainment of key strategic objectives.
The NCHE shall propose three year rolling forecasts, reviewed on an annual basis to inform Government and education institutions in the budget process. The NCHE Funding Committee will limit itself to an advisory role as contemplated in the current Education Act.

10.4 Promote Malta as a destination for investment in educational services for international markets;

- NCHE reiterates the potential role of the private sector in providing more educational pathways to Maltese students as well as developing Malta as an international destination for education.

- In line with incentive packages for investment in other sectors of the economy, more attractive conditions need to be developed for education institutions seeking to establish in Malta.

- Any measures contemplated in this respect should occur in tandem with recommendations under Priority 3 above, in particular the capacity and will to provide fast and seamless entry visa processing.

- Support private institutions to integrate within the existing quality assurance, licensing and recognition frameworks.
Priority 11: Maintain active participation and co-operation within the Europe and Internationally

Malta’s place within the world community is intrinsically linked to the role of education and its higher education institutions. The continued development of Malta into a dynamic Mediterranean and European actor requires increased focus to be given to the country’s active participation within international higher education forums, peer learning exercises and increased cooperation with Malta’s European and Mediterranean neighbours.

In terms of higher education, Malta is already an active member of the Bologna Process, the Copenhagen Process, other European Union HE initiatives, together with Commonwealth and Mediterranean networks and forums. This participation must be sustained and Malta should strive to ensure that decisions in these forums guarantee that smaller states’ perspective is taken into consideration.

The developments in Maltese higher education are testament to the role played by the country over the past years within these forums. Taking the Bologna Process as an example, its role as a driver for change within European Higher Education over the last ten years is evident while its influence will increase over next ten years and so with it must the part Malta plays in the process.

For Malta to position itself as a strategic Higher education hub of excellence within Europe and the Mediterranean the NCHE recommends the following priorities:

- Consolidate Malta’s participation within the Bologna Process and implement the necessary actions to position Malta with the European Higher Education Area up to 2020;
- Ensure that targets set for Malta within the renewed Lisbon Agenda are met and maximise the opportunities for exchange of good practices and shared experience with other member states;
- Ensure that the goals of the Copenhagen Process are met on a national level, in particular through the validation of non-formal and informal learning and the implementation of the future European Credit system for Vocational Education and Training (ECVET);
- Ensure that Malta plays an active role in the development of the European Research Area (ERA);
- Develop an all encompassing external policy to embrace opportunities beyond the European level for international co-operation and visibility.

Following are the proposed actions in more detail:

11.1 Consolidate Malta’s participation within the Bologna Process and implement the necessary actions to position Malta with the European Higher Education Area up to 2020;

- Further support the work of the Bologna Process as the main driver of change and increased compatibility of HE systems;
- Support the fulfilment of the Bologna goals by 2020;
- Work towards sustaining the current structure within the Bologna Process as an intergovernmental initiative based on consensus;
- Ensure sufficient resources are given to national Bologna Expert Groups in order for the process to further the impact it has on Maltese Higher Education Institutions and students;
- Increase the publicity given to the goals of the process and Malta's efforts in this regard;
- Sustain the stakeholder involvement in the process both on a European and National level;
- Further support the development of the envisaged “Bologna Policy Forum” and within this framework promote Maltese and European Higher Education to countries outside the European Higher Education Area (EHEA).

11.2 Ensure that targets set for Malta within the renewed Lisbon Agenda are met and maximise the opportunities for exchange of good practices and shared experience with other member states;

- Sustain Malta’s presence in the Lisbon Agenda’s continued development and ensure the particular requirements of small states are taken into consideration;
- Ensure that adequate follow up structures on a national level exist and are given the necessary resources to fulfil their role;
- Ensure that the instruments and tools are provided so that the benchmarks set out in the EU’s renewed strategic framework are met;
- Sustain Malta’s presence in EU forums and networks with particular emphasis on capacity building and mutual learning activities.
11.3 Ensure that the goals of the Copenhagen Process are met on a national level, in particular through the validation of non-formal and informal learning and the implementation of the future European Credit system for Vocational Education and Training (ECVET);

- Sustain Malta’s presence in this Process and ensure adequate resources for national structures to implement the process’ goals;
- Ensure that the process to intertwine Vocational education & training and Higher Education is continued;
- Sustain Malta’s participation within European and International vocational education and training forums, meetings and networks and continue building international links and following international developments in this regard.

11.4 Ensure that Malta plays an active role in the development of the European Research Area (ERA);

- Strengthen and consolidate Malta’s involvement in any developments resulting from the emerging European Higher Education Area (EHEA) and the European Research Area (ERA);
- Work towards ensuring that the European Research and Higher Education Areas continue on their path of convergence;
- Closely follow developments relating to the European Institute of Technology (EIT) and further develop the role of Maltese Higher Education Institutions in this regard;
- Further pursue agreements particularly relating to research, mobility, recognition, mutual learning and exchange of best practices with neighbouring Mediterranean countries and European partners.

11.5 Develop an all encompassing external policy to embrace opportunities beyond the European level for international co-operation and visibility;

- Malta’s strategic position enables it to exploit its role as a bridge between the Middle East, Africa and Europe and increased co-operation in terms of student and academic exchanges, capacity building and mutual learning needs to be prioritised;
- Consolidate an alumni network of graduates from Malta’s HEIs - which will ensure an increased profile for the Maltese Higher Education sector;
- Encourage and promote alumni to act as role models for students in Malta, particularly in areas of importance to the country such as Science and Technology;
- Strengthen Malta’s role within existing Mediterranean higher education networks and strengthen Maltese Higher Education Institutions’ role within the Euro-Med region;
- Make use of EU mobility programmes, such as Erasmus Mundus, to further develop links with non-European States and Higher Education institutions;
- Sustain the NCHE’s participation within the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD) Programme on Institutional Management in Higher Education (IMHE) and similar international networks;
- Increase Malta’s exposure by from hosting higher education events, which will both serve to promote Malta as a HE destination but will have positive spill over effects into other areas of the economy;
- Provide for adequate support, in particular in terms of recognition, for students who actively participate in international and local organisations as a part of a holistic higher educational experience.

- Actively participate within the various European, International, Mediterranean and Commonwealth forums, networks and intergovernmental initiatives dealing with Higher Education – with a particular focus on Malta’s role as a strategic Mediterranean country, within the Bologna Process, the EU’s Education and Work Training Programme and the Copenhagen Process;
Priority 12: Develop and implement a long-term Investment Plan

More is required for the development of long term investment in further and higher education. The financial impact of the participation targets set in this strategy and the major measures that require funding and implementation are included in the estimates presented under this priority. NCHE recommends more long term planning and open consultation in this respect, and is committed to continue developing its research capacity to inform Government of the implications of funding levels on the overall outcomes of the system.

Table 5.8 shows the current public expenditure on further and higher education including student support. Total public expenditure amounts to € 86 million in 2008 and is anticipated to increase to € 99 million in 2009. These current recurrent expenditure rates are used as a basis for future projections.

| TABLE 5.8 – CURRENT STATE FUNDING TOWARDS FURTHER AND HIGHER EDUCATION SECTOR (2007 – 2009) |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|
|                  | ACTUAL 2007 | APP ESTIMATE 2008 | ESTIMATE 2009 |
| Gross Domestic Product (a) | 5,415,000,000 | 5,676,000,000 | 5,987,000,000 |
| Total Further and Higher Education | 72,106,272 | 86,181,000 | 99,403,000 |
| Total Further and Higher Education as a % of GDP | 1.33% | 1.52% | 1.66% |

**FURTHER EDUCATION**

- Recurrent Expenditure - General: 11,983,732
- Institute of Tourism Studies: 1,268,614
- Junior College: 5,357,559
- Malta College for Arts, Science and Technology: 5,357,559
- Capital Expenditure: 1,721,043
- Institute of Tourism Studies: 46,888
- Malta College for Arts and Science: 1,674,455
- Capital Expenditure - EU Funds: 4,590,000
- Malta College for Arts and Science: 4,590,000
- Institute of Tourism Studies: -

**TOTAL**: 18,204,775

**HIGHER EDUCATION**

- Recurrent Expenditure - General: 27,659,934
- Office of the University Ombudsman: 10,272
- University of Malta: 27,486,606
- Foundation for International Studies: 163,056
- Capital Expenditure: 372,541
- University of Malta & Junior College: 372,541
- Capital Expenditure - EU Funds: 4,300,000
- University of Malta: 4,300,000
- Foundation for International Studies: -

**TOTAL**: 32,332,475

**STUDENT SUPPORT**

- Stipends to ITS students: 768,595
- Student Maintenance Grants: 19,268,747
- Malta Governments Scholarships Fund: 445,586
- Technician Apprenticeship Scheme: 400,036
- Extended Skills Training Scheme Subsidy: 312,059

**TOTAL**: 21,195,023

### TABLE 5.9 - INVESTMENT PLAN FOR FURTHER AND HIGHER EDUCATION (2009-2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Vocational</th>
<th>General</th>
<th>Further Education</th>
<th>Higher Education</th>
<th>Total Further Education</th>
<th>Total Higher Education</th>
<th>Further Education Support</th>
<th>Higher Education Support</th>
<th>Scholarships</th>
<th>Student Support (SMG+S)</th>
<th>Total F&amp;A Students</th>
<th>Total Potential Revenue (F&amp;A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>4,586</td>
<td>5,069</td>
<td>5,426</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>11,643</td>
<td>9,737</td>
<td>10,452,120</td>
<td>11,977,607</td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>4,282,797</td>
<td>27,554</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>5,069</td>
<td>5,426</td>
<td>5,426</td>
<td>6,010</td>
<td>12,051</td>
<td>10,042</td>
<td>10,331,744</td>
<td>11,836,045</td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>4,282,797</td>
<td>29,216</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>5,426</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>6,430</td>
<td>12,756</td>
<td>10,312</td>
<td>11,403,116</td>
<td>11,786,299</td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>4,282,797</td>
<td>30,640</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>5,426</td>
<td>5,426</td>
<td>6,746</td>
<td>13,096</td>
<td>10,621</td>
<td>11,981,605</td>
<td>11,879,006</td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>4,282,797</td>
<td>31,747</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>5,426</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>6,373</td>
<td>13,596</td>
<td>10,919</td>
<td>12,542,117</td>
<td>11,981,006</td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>4,282,797</td>
<td>32,901</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>5,426</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>6,373</td>
<td>14,092</td>
<td>11,212</td>
<td>13,181,691</td>
<td>12,136,006</td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>4,282,797</td>
<td>33,901</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>5,426</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>6,373</td>
<td>14,900</td>
<td>11,506</td>
<td>13,777,691</td>
<td>12,795,454</td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>4,282,797</td>
<td>35,096</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>5,426</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>6,373</td>
<td>15,650</td>
<td>11,800</td>
<td>14,480,891</td>
<td>13,595,454</td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>4,282,797</td>
<td>36,298</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>5,426</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>6,373</td>
<td>16,633</td>
<td>12,104</td>
<td>15,243,591</td>
<td>14,395,454</td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>4,282,797</td>
<td>37,560</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>5,426</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>6,373</td>
<td>17,096</td>
<td>12,408</td>
<td>15,998,291</td>
<td>15,243,454</td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>4,282,797</td>
<td>38,860</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>5,426</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>6,373</td>
<td>17,468</td>
<td>12,701</td>
<td>16,751,991</td>
<td>16,104,454</td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>4,282,797</td>
<td>39,230</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>5,426</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>6,373</td>
<td>17,860</td>
<td>13,004</td>
<td>17,515,691</td>
<td>16,984,454</td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>4,282,797</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>5,426</td>
<td>5,704</td>
<td>6,373</td>
<td>18,160</td>
<td>13,307</td>
<td>18,280,391</td>
<td>17,884,454</td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>4,282,797</td>
<td>41,807</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- **Student Population:** Vocational, General, Further Education, Higher Education, Adults in F&HE, Total F&HE Students.
- **Public Expenditure (EUR):** Vocational Education (FE), General Education (FE), Recurrent Expenditure (FE), Capital Expenditure (FE), Total Further Education, Recurrent Expenditure (HE), Capital Expenditure (HE), Total Higher Education.
- **Further Education Support:** Vocational Education (FE), General Education (FE), Recurrent Expenditure (FE), Capital Expenditure (FE), Total Further Education.
- **Higher Education Support:** Vocational Education (FE), General Education (FE), Recurrent Expenditure (HE), Capital Expenditure (HE), Total Further Education.
- **Scholarships:** Total F&HE Students, Total Potential Revenue (F&A).
- **Student Support (SMG+S):** Quality Assurance and Policy, Research Funding, Capital Projects, EU Funding, Total Projected Expenditure (F&A).
- **Trust Fund:** Total F&HE Students, Total Potential Revenue (F&A).
- **Foreign Fee-Paying Students:** Total F&HE Students, Total Potential Revenue (F&A).

*Source: NCHE estimates*
The current cost model estimates the following:

- expenditure on further and higher education to amount to €1.2 billion up to 2020;
- leading over 100,000 students and adults to attain further and higher levels of qualifications; and
- and potential revenues of over €1.5 million annually as a result of reaching 500 foreign fee-paying students in 2020 and 5,000 students between 2009 and 2020;

The estimates assume:

- growth in student participation rates up to 85% of 17 year olds in further education by 2015 and 35% of 19 year olds in higher education by 2020;
- current recurrent expenditure rates per capita used for future estimates;
- current Student Maintenance Grant rates for students and STEPS scholarship (€10 million by 2013);
- the implementation of the approved MCAST Master Plan of €116 million over the coming 10 years;
- approx. €.8 million annually for internal and external quality assurance developments in F&HE.

The NCHE recommends that more research is done to link the investment strategy of government and the operational and financial plans of respective state and dependent institutions to the objectives within this strategy.

Furthermore, the NCHE is developing a model to estimate the potential economic benefits and value added of the target student rates in further and higher education. Past experience shows that the social and economic returns to investment in education are high and have been the key factor for Malta’s rapid social, cultural and economic development.
Chapter 6

THE WAY FORWARD

NCHE recommends the following actions moving forward:

1. A reform of the current Education Act with a view to developing a Further and Higher Education Act incorporating the recommendations on Governance, Funding, and Quality Assurance;

2. The development of a medium term investment plan in education, taking into consideration the necessary funding for the various measures proposed under the different priority areas;

3. Review by state institutions of strategies currently in place in response to this strategy;

4. An NCHE annual strategy conference to monitor the progress of the sector towards the targets set, and an update report reviewing the strategy every three years.
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OUR MISSION:
“to promote more and better further and higher education to empower all students with knowledge and skills for their future”